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COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

Perhaps
place in the Middle
West is the magnitude of the feeding
feature of a farmer's business seen to
better advantage than on the 400 acre
farm of Addison T. Schell, near Polo,
Ogle County, III.
The combination of stock tHat this
man feeds, the fact that he carries it on
during every month of the year, produces in large measure the grain that he
feed*, and the thorough eystem of the
use of manure that the barus accumulate furnish the meat of the story.
Mr. Schell feeds cattle, horses and
hogs. Of the latter he never has less
than 700 head in hie pens and barns.
No less than 1,300 bead of hogs run
loose with the cattle, and in another enclosure there are always from 150 to 175
horses. Mr. Schell comes from Pennsylvania stock. H is father emigrated to
Illinois many years ago and laid the
foundation for the business that the son
has followed for fourteen years.
The cattle mostly are bought at Kansas City and Omaha, and come from the
far western ranges. The stockera are
allowed to feed at certain cribs and the
fattening cattle at others. Both feed
from corn on the ear, some from selffeeders, but most of them from portable
cribs. Some of these cribs have no
other top than a wide platform. It is a
kind of platform truck with low, broad
gauge iron wheels. The sides and ends
of the box are about the size of a 2x4
This box is tilled with
set on edge.
corn on the ear, and the cattle gather
around and devour it. Two men, each
with two teams, one hitched on behind,
are kept busy hauling corn for the cribs
that are left standing iu several incisures. Some of the corn is hauled,
from Schell's own fields, but a vast
quantity is hauled from the fields of
neighboring farmers. Be produces on
his own farm all the way from 30,000 to
40,000 bushels of corn, and he buys each
season all the way from 80,000 to 100,000
bushels, all of which is fed on his place.
Mr. Schell schucks no corn on the stalk.
He cuts it close to the ground and a
great portion of the fodder is fed to the
cattle. Most of it is fed under cover.
In big, red painted barns long feeding traxes run from one end of the
shed to the other. Each box is about
live feet wide, aud the sides about one
foot high. The box stands a little below the level of the head of the animals.
They feed from both sides and eat the
fodder greedily.
Wherever cattle are fed on the place
the hogs run freely. They are bought
up wherever they may be had and are
brought to the farm. They run after
the feeders and consume the grains that
fall w ith the droppings, and they also
get the waste that is pushed from the
feeding cribs by the cattle.
The horses are bought at various
places in Illinois and adjoining states
and are kept on the place in herds of
from 150 to 175 head each. They are all
of good stock and capable of being put
in prime condition. Many of them are
kept in box stalls in the stables and are
supplied with the most approved rations
for putting a horse in fat, sleek condition. Some of the animals have cost
at
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practical agricultural topics

We see » great deal written about
barn
ventilation, tuberculosis, etc.
When we know of men who have lost
practically their whole herd of fine
cows, which have been kept in "sweat
box stables" it sets one to thinking
A Great Feeding Farm.
whether such conditions are necessary
to profitable milk production. There is
probably little doubt that cows kept in
UKEAT NUMBERS OF liOKSES, CATTLE these
very warm tie-ups, where 30 to
AND SWINE KITTED FOU MARKET IN 50 head are stabled together, will, while
U solicited.

Norway, Me.
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age have cost over $200 a bead.
Practically all of these horses are of
the heavy draft type, and all of them
are shipped to Newark, N. J., where one
man is stationed all of the time to disof these
pose of them. In one shipment
horses there were eighteen head, none
than
less
1,700 pounds,
of which weighed
There
some of them over 1,900 pounds.
have been carloads of which none cost
less than $280 a head. None of them is
disposed of at auction eales, but each
animal is sold on a guarantee to be
sound and of highest utility.
One of the most interesting features
of this big feeding farm is the disposal
of the manure that is produced. It
must be understood that cattle and hogs
and horses are coming and going. As
soon as a carload of fat stock is shipped
South Paris, Maine.
away feeders of the three different
kinds come in to take their places. The
vast quantity of fertilizer may be imagined. Not an ounce of it is allowed to go
to waste, but it is hauled out on the
Schell land at the time when it is the
richest. Two men, each with a big
In all it· «tag·· tùere
at
spreader that carries a ton of manure
taoa.i be clciuuiue»·.
a load, are at work every day of the wint!}'» Cream Balm
ter, spriug and fall months. The two
c
««·, (ooth«« «nd heala
men take out au average of twenty-five
the diseased membr-iise.
loads of manure a day. In the spring,
It curv· catarrh and drive·
when the rush comes, thirty loads are
t»ay a cuid in UtO Ucad
taken out and spread on the fields.
quickly.
The land of this farm is held at more
Crvom Balm is placed Into the noetrils, spread*
than $150 an acre. With the manuring
Belief U imover the membrane and ia absorbed.
added to its natur.il richness this lan<l
D.cc aie and a cure follow·. It is aot drying—doe·
produces all the way from !H) to 100
c : pr due· «neeaing. Large Six·, 50 Mat· at Drugbushels of corn to the acre. Five or six
j.·!» or by miil; Trial Sise, 10 enta by mail.
kernels are planted in each hill, and it
JU.Y UKOΓϋ1Κ3, M Warren 8tree*, Maw York.
is planned to produce five good, big ear*
to the hill. The stalks are low and
A new Lot
heavy. Nine meu constantly are employed to run tbis farm. Thoy handle
oi
Plumbing Goods. The best of all of the three kinds of etock and keep
No old up the farming operations.
oak woodwork for closets.
The manager says that be has kept
goods. Call and see this line.
track of the feeding of cattle, and estibing promptly attended to.
mates that an animal on the feed that is
charge for team.
fed and in the manner bandied will
gain three pounds a day. They are fed
L. M. Longley,
on an average ninety days aud then
Maine. shipped to market. Comparatively few
animals die. Now and then a hog is
killed by a steer lying down on it.
There is a great variety of breeds of
the cattle, all of the well known breeds
being represented. Comparatively few
scrub cattle find their way to the place.
The farm is traversed by one of the
lines of the Burlington road, and thereFace
the
to
Fitted
Correctly
by is connected with all of the great catare as Essential as Properly
tle ranges of the far west.—Cor. in TribFitted Lenses are to the Eye.
une Farmer.
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Spectacle Frames

A I.ense should be mounted so
that the center will be exactly opposite the pupil of the eye. In any
other position it will cause strain
and have a tendency to produce
double sight. The Bridge or Nose
Piece should fit so well that wabbling wonld be impossible, and
should bear equally at all points.
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RIG4T WAY

Weaning.
weaning period,

Care of Calve5 After

Subsequent

to

the

are frequently allowed to lose in
fiesh, thus in a measure losing the bene

calves

fit that would otherwise result from
careful feeding during the milk period.
The food and care are not exactly the
same with calves weaned in autumn as
with those weaned in the spring.
Calves weaned in spring usually go on
it is ready.
grass pasture as soon as
Such food is very suitable for them, aud
when it is abundant, no other food may
be necessary. Usually, however, it is
advantageous to keep up the supplement of grain, though it may be in lessened quantity.
The same is true of calves that are to
be finished quite young, as when grown
for baby beef calves of the beef types or
classes intended for breeding should be
given a less amount, and those intended for milk production may fare well
enough without any. Nc kind of meal
supplement, probably, is superior to the
following for summer leeding: Oround
corn three parts, ground oats three, and
wheat bran one. If only one grain is
fed, let it be oats.

some

more

milk than

if the temperature was quite materially
reduced, and fresh air admitted freely.
It seems impossible that cows can long
remain sound in body under the conditions existing on many farms whoee
owners are forcing the cows to the
limit by feeding heavily of concentrates
and housing so closely.
I have entered many stables where
large herds are kept, and when you step
in you have the same sensation as when
stepping into a wash-room where the
room is filled with steam.
The humidity and excessive heat from the animals
is stifling. In such stables generally the
stock is watered in the tie-up, thus preventing them from getting a breath of
fresh air even while drinking. The cattle are kept fat, and look sleek, are
forced as long as they can stand the
pressure, and are then sold for beef,
or shipped away when fresh at a big
price, having the appearaqpe of promising dairy animals. Is it any wonder
whole herds are tuberculous?
I wonder how much of this hot-house
treatment is necessary for the farmers1
best interest. I believe cows, like hens,
can be adjusted to a much lower range
of temperature, prove profitable, and
thus be kept healthy and last two or
three times as long. When we were
weighing our milk daily I figured after
deducting grain cost our cows gave us
•$(13.50 each, which is a very fair average.
Our tie-up is ventilated by cracks in
boarding in front of cows, and around
doors and windows, and in winter water
will freeze during the night, and in very
severe
windy weather dressing will
freeze a little in the gutter. Many
would throw up their hands in horror at
the thought of freezing in the tie-up but
the cows continue giving milk (our average for Jerseys when figured up being
just under (3000 pounds per cow which I
believe is considered good for a pickedup job lot of that breed, and a grain ratiou of ouly about seven pounds per day
fed during stabling season and none

during pasture season.)
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\vu8 ihe fuult of a small nickel
plated revolver, a most incompetent weapon, which, wherever one
aimed, would fling the bullet as
the devil willed, and no man, when
iilnnit to ure It, could tell exactly what
wus In store for the surrounding country. This treasure had beeu acquired
by Jimiuie Trescott after arduous bargaining with another small boy. Jimmie wended homeward, patting his
hip iKK-ket at every three paces.
Peter Washington, working in the
carriage house, looked out upon him
with a shrewd eye. "Oh, Jim," he called. "wut you got iu yer hind pocket?"
"Nothiu'," said Jimmie, feeling care-

fully under his jacket to make sure
that the revolver wouldn't full out.
l'eter chuckled. "S'more foolishness,
I raikon. You gwine lie hung one day,
Jim, you kee[) up all dish yer non-

sense."
Jlmuile made no reply, but went
into the back garden, where he hid the
revolver in a 1κ>χ under a lilac bush.
Then he returned to the vicinity of
Peter and began to cruise to and fro
in the oiling, showing all the signals
of one wishing to open trealy. "Pete,"
he said, "how much does a box of

cartrId·.'es cost?"
Peter raised himself violently, holdin·,' in one hand a piece of harness and
in t'ie otlie·· an old rag. "Ca'tridgers!
Ca'trid civ! Lan' sake! Wut the kid
Knew it
with
want
ca'tridgers?
Knew it! Come home er-hoMin' on to
his hind j>ocket like he got money In

An' now he want ca'tridgers."
Jlmuile, after viewing with dismay
the excitement caused by Ills question. bcran tj move warily out of the
reach of a possible hostile movement.
"Ca'tridgers!" continued Peter in
"Kid like you!
scorn and horror.
bigger'n er minute! Look yah. Jim,
you done been swappiu' round, un'
you done got hoi* of er pistol!" The
it.

Noj

We do not want to go back to conditions of 30 years ago, when many stables
were little more than a wind break, but charge was dramatic.
I believe a lower temperature is not
The wind was almost knocked out of
seriously detrimental to milk flow, and Jimmie by this display of Peter's terria
and
surely the health of the cows,
ble miraculous power, and as he backlonger period of usefulness would com- ed away his feeble denials were more
lower
production
pensate for a slightly
than a confession.
duting the cold season; and if one had a convincing
"I'll tell yer pop!" cried Peter in virherd free from tuberculosis the chances
would be favorable for keeping it so un- tuous grandeur. "I'll tell yer pop!"
In'the distance Jimmie stood apder the fresh air treatment.
One or two farm papers are now rec- palled. lie knew not what to do. The
ommending the insertion of muslin or dread adult wisdom of Peter Washingcloth curtains in place of the sash in the ton had laid bare the sin, and disgrace
tie-up, similar to those recommended stared at Jimmie.
for poultry houses, and I do not see why
this would not work well, as a cheap
7T^7~P
substitute for a more elaborate system
of ventilation. It would get some fresh
air in anyway which iu many instances
could not but improve existing conditions. Of course, there may be drawbacks to tl)6 system not discoverable until the thing is tried out. It is a system
easy of application by someone whose
cows are panting for fresh air.—D. J.
ivyiucr
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Sheep.
spoken of as a nui·
sance by some people, but wise land
owners give them credit as being great
The Farm Needs

Sheep

are

renovators

farms, and
servers.

ofttimes

of

even

run-down or worn-out
call them fertility con-

They are the latter and more, too.
The life and habits of sheep make
them not only conserve» of fertility, but
distributers of it where needed, if given
an opportunity.
Though sheep are adverse to water and always seek an elevation for their resting place, they do not
like the succulent growth, even though
it be weeds, found in the lowland of a
Held or pasture which has been enriched
by the washings from the higher surrounding land.
These two peculiarities of sheep once
came under my particular observation.
I turned some sheep into a clover field;
they at once sought out the spots where
the clover did not catch and oagerly devoured any weeds or pigeon grass that
had taken possession of the spaces
They then sought the weeds and succulent grass in the low places and run in
the fields, leaving the clover on the high
land where most needed to enrich the
soil, untouched, only touching this grass
when practically everything else had
been eaten.
More than this, when night came the
sheep sought the higher portion of the
field for their resting places, and their
droppings there deposited the fertility
gathered during the day from tho lower
lauds, thus conveying through the
process of uature and cultivation. A
faun upon which sheep are kept ought
to be not only fertile, but also evenly
fertile, which is a much desired condition.
Farms are very few which cannot
with
keep sheep.—Gilbert Allen
in

profit
Agricultural Epitomist.

Apples and Potatoes Boom.
The utter inability of even the experts
to accurately determine the future condition of the market for the two great
table staples—apples and potatoes—has
been strikingly evident during the past
four weeks, as well as the inclination of
the trade produce papers of the large
cities to uphold the interests of the dealEver since last harers and exporters.
vest the trade has been broadcasting the
magnitude of the apple and potato holdings until it could no longer be concealed that there was an urgent need for
both these staples in all the trade centers. Now it appears that every bushel
of well-preserved apples and potatoes of
good, marketable quality will be needed.
With apples wholesaling at from $4 to $6
for
per barrel, and old potatoes sought
at nearly a 50 per cent advance in the
west, there appears to be an excellent
opportunity for a profitable closing out
of stock for all growers who are so fortunate as to bave storage that has held
the quality. This spring's experience
ought to convince many a Maine apple
grower that adequate storage will frequently double the returns on the apple
crop.—Maine Farmer.

Making hens With Broods Lay.
While I was breeding Barred PlyIS JUST
mouth Rocks I confined the hens and
AS TUE WKONG.
chicks in a small yard on grass and fed
Fit the Frames
hens well with egg producing food;
namely, green bone, beef scraps and
As Well as the Lenses.
scraps from the kitchen. For grain
I gave wheat, oats and bran mash.
Chicks were fed principally on chick
S.
food. I always give plenty of fresh
water. Nearly always the hens began
Graduate Optician, South Paris.
laying long before chicks were ready to
wean.
I am now raising Single Comb
*ς«βχ*χ>δ
Buff Leghorns, a non-sitting variety,
which lays nine months in the year. 1
use incubators and brooders and find
For Service
less trouble than bens.
them much
Though the Leghorn is smaller than
A right good Berkshire Boar, just
some other varieties, mine lay more
than enough eggs to make np the differthe right size. Service fee $i.oo
fruit
is
to
reported
Heavy damage
ence in weight when I come to sell.—
from the freeze of April 8-9 throughCor. in New England Homestead.
A. K.
out the southern belt of the Middle
clear across the
from
States
Maryland
Me.
South Paris,
Mississippi River.
Dosing fowls to keep them healthy is
country to the
Especially is the destruction of the one of the surest ways to make them
W· Do all Kind· of....
peach crop felt, heavily, since through- sick. It Induces the very diseases and
out a large part of that section the disorders the poultry man fears. Good
a
management obviates the praotice of
crop was substantially all destroyed
JOB PRINTING.
year ago in the same way.—Maine drugging. The most saooessfal poultry
1
men do not (om and ooddle their fowl·.
A Forte··. South Parte. Tanner.
AS

ψ
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tended for this department to Hkhst D.
Uamuoxo, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dcm
ocrat. Pari·. Me.

Attorney at Law,

Kyenton Block,

Barn Ventilation.
HEALTH AND LONGEVITY OF COWS MORE

"sruu> TH* FLOW."

feriû»

Democrat.

Oxford
lustily dropped ull occupation and
Ilia right
«truck a curious attitude.
knee was almost up to bin cbln, and liia
arms were wreuthed protectlugly about
bis bead. He bad not looked in tbe direc'iou from which the stone had come,
but be had ttegua ii^nediately to yell:
"You, Jim! Quit! Quit, I tell yer,
Jim! Watch out! You gwine break
somethiu', Jim!'*
"Yah!" taunted the boy, as with the
speed and ease of a light cavalryman

he maneuvered In the distance. "Yah!
Told on me, did you! Told on me, hey!
There! How do you like that?" The
missiles resounded against the stable.
"Watch out. Jim! You gwine break
something, Jim, I tell yer! Quit yer
foolishness, Jim! Ow! Watch out,
boy! I"—
With diabolic
There was a crash.
Ingenuity one of Jimmle's pebbles had
entered tbe carriage house and had
lauded among a row of carriage lamps
on a shelf, creating havoc which was
apparently beyond all reason of physical law. It seamed to Jimmle that the
racket of failing glass could have been
heard in 1111 adjacent county.
Peter was a prophet who after persecution was suffered to recall everytiling to tne uiiliu or tne persecutor.
"There! Knew It! Knew It! Now, J
rail;on, you'll quit! Hi! Jes look ut
dose yere lamp.:·! Fer lan' sake! Oh,
now yer pop jes bfeak ev'ry bone in yer

body !"

1 ;i the doorway of the kitchen the
cook appeared with a startled face,
.limmle's father and mother came suddenly out o;i the front veranda. "What
was that noise?" called the doctor.
Peter went forward to explain. "Jim,
he was er-lu ivin' rocks at me, doeteh,
an* erloug come one rock an' go blam!
Inter all th' lamps an' Jes skitter 'em

heard

a

peculiar whistle

of two notes.

It was the common signal of the boys
In the neighltorh >od. and judging from
the direction of the sound it was apparently intended to Hiiiumon him. He
moved Immediately to one of the winIt opened
dows of the sitting room.
upon a part of the grounds remote
from tlie stables and cut ofT from tlie
verandn by a wing. lie perceived Willie Dnb:e! loitering in the street. Jimmie whistled the signal after having
pnshed up the window sash some
Inches. lie saw the Dalzel boy turn
and regard him and then call several
other boys. They stood In a group and
gestured. These gestures plainly said:

"Come out. We've got something on
hand." Jimmie sadly shook his bead.
But they did uut go η way. They held
a long consultation.
Presently Jimmie
saw the Intrepid Dalzel boy climb the
fence and begin to creep among the
shrubbery in elaborate imitation of un
Indian scout. In time he arrived under Jimmie's window and rallied h
face to whisper: "Come on out! We're

bear hunt!"
Of course Jimmie
A bear hunt!
knew that it would not be a real bear
hunt, but would be a sort of carmse
of pretension and big talking and pre
posterons lying and valor, wheve!:i each
boy would strive to have himself call
ed Kit Carson by the oth ■;·*. He wa
However, tlie
profoundly affected.
parental word was upon him, and lit1
could not move. "No," he answered.
"I can't. I've got to stay In."
"Are you a prisoner?" demanded til.·

comer.'
Bowed In anguish, the boy moved
Ilis
across the lawn and up the steps.
mother was standing on the veranda
lie
still gazing toward the stab! ·.
loitered lu the faint hope that she
might take some small pity ou his
state. But she could have heede.l him
no less If be had beeu invisible, lie entered the house.
When the doctor returned from his
Investigation of the harm done by .T!mniie's h ind. Mrs. Trescott looked at him
anxiously, for she knew that he was

on a

Dalzel boy eagerly.
"No-o—Yes—I s'pose I am."
The other lad became much excited
but he did not lose 1rs warineas.
"Don't you want to be rescued?'*
"Why—no—I dunno." replied Jimmie

dubiously.

Willie Dalzel was Indignant. "Why.
of course you want to be iv;cued!
We'll rescue you. I'll go and get my
men." And. thinking this a good sentence, lie repeated pompously, "I'll go
and get my men." Ile began to crawl
away, but when he was di. ta:it si:uo
ten paces he turned to say: "Keep up
a stout heart.
Kemember that you
have friends who will be fuithfal uut.>
The time is not no·.·.· far off
death.
when you will again view the blessed

some
volcanic impulses.
"Well?" she asked.
"It isn't the lamps," he said at first.
Ile seated himself 011 the rail. "J don't
know what we are going to do with
It isn't so much the lamps
that boy.
Ile was throwas It is the other thing.
ing stones at Peter because Peter told
What are we
me about the revolver.
going to do with him?"
"I'm sure I don't know," replied the
"We've tried almost everymother.

concealing

spirits.

But who would understand? Who
would understand? And here the hoy
turned his mental glance In every direction and for.ud nothing but what
was to him the black of cruel Ignorance.
Very well. Some day they
would—
From somewhere out in the street he

going

t' bits. I declayah"—
Jiiumie, half blinded with emotion,
was nevertheless aware of a lightning
glance from his father, a glance which
cowed iind frijhîeped him to the ends
of h h toe*. l!e hoard the steady but
deadly tones of his father in a fury,
"Go into the house, and wait until I

uuimal

J lin ni le understood that be might
h«ve thrown stones from the «unie
fntal spot for an hour without hurting
He was α victim—that
a single lamp.
was it.
Fate hail conspired with the
detail of hi* environment to simply
hound him into a grave or Into η cell.
law.

sunlight."

The noetrv of these remarks tilled
Jiinmie with ecstasy, and lu* watched

Jimmie is not natural-

ly vicious"—
"Oli, 1 know," interrupted the doctor

(Jtul!

There was

(juit, I till yer,

Jim!»

»

whirl of

wheels,

and η

high, lean trotting mare spun I)r. Treseott's buggy toward Peter, who ran
forward busily. As the doctor climbed
out Peter, holding the mare's head,
began his denunciation:
"Poeteli, I gwlne tell on Jim. He
come

home er holdlif on to his hind

pocket an* proud, like he won a tuhkey
raille, au' I sure know what he been

up to. an' I done challenge him. an'
he nev* say he didn't."
"Why. what do you mean?" said the
doctor. "What's this, Jlmmie?"
The boy came forward, glaring wrath·
fully at Peter. In fact, he suddenly
was so fil!cil with rage at Peter that
he forgot nil precautions. "It's about
"I've got a
a pi.itol." lie said bluntly.
pistol. 1 swapped for It."
"I done loi* 'Ira his pop wouldn* stand
110 llahawms, an' him a kid like he Is.
Lan' sake, he strut
I done toi' 'lin.
like he was a soldier! Come in yere
proud an* er holdln' on to his hind
pocket. He think he was Jesse James,
I r.ι ikon. Rut I done toi' 'Ira his pop
stan' 110 secli foolishness. First thing
—Main—lie shoot his.haid off. No, eeh,
he too tinety t' come in yere er-struttln'
like he Jest bought Main street. I tol'
I done
I done toi' 'm—shawp.
Mm.
wanter be loalin' round dis yere stable
If .lira he gwine go sbootiu' round an'
Mini—
blara
bllm
sh.iotia* round
blam! No. sell! I retlnhs. I retlahs.
—

—

—

It's all right If er grown man got er
gun. but ain't no kids come foollshln'
round me with ttahawms. No. seh! I
retlnhs."
"Oh. lie quiet. Peter!" said the doc-

tor. "Where Is this thing. Jlmmie?"
The boy went sulkily to the box under the lilac bush and returned with
the revolver. "Here 'tis," he said, with
a g!:tre over his shoulder at Peter. The
doctor looked at the silly weapon In
critical contempt
»
"It's not much of a thing, Jlmmie,
but I don't think you are quite old
enough for It yet. I'll keep it for you
In one of the drawers of my desk."
Peter Washington burst out proudly:
"I doue toi' Mm th' docteh wouldn'
stan' no trnfhekln' round yere with
flahawms. I done tol' 'lm."
Jlmmie and his father went together
Into the house, and as Peter unharnessed the mare he continued his comments on the boy and the revolver. He
was not cast down by the absence of
hearers. In fact, lie usually talked better wheu there was no one to listen
save the horses. But now his observations bore small resemblance to bis
earlier and public statements. Admiration and the keen family pride of a
southern negro who has been long in
one place were now In his tone.
"That boy! He's er devil! When he
get to be er man—wow! He'll jest take
an* make thine* whirl round yere. Ralkon we'll all take er back seat when
he come er'.ong er-ralsln' Cain."
lie had unharnessed the mare and,
with his back bent, was pushing the

buirgy into the carriage house.
"Er pistol! An' him no Digger than

minute!"
A small stoue whizzed past Peter's
bead and clattered on the stable. He
er

lie turned to «« y: "Keep up
heart
he

would

upeech.

"Now, men," he said, "our comrade
Is a prisoner in yon—in yond—in that
there fortress. We must to the rescue.
Who volunteers to ro with me?" He
fixed them with a stern eye.
There wa* a silence, and thou one of
the smaller hoys remarked:
"If Doe Trcscott ketches us trackln'
over his lawn"—
Willie Dalzel pounced upon the shaker and took him by the throat. The two
presented a sort of a burlesque of the
woodcut on the cover of a dime novel
which Willie had just hoen reading,
"The Red Captain—Λ Tale of the Pirates of the Spanish Main."
"You are a coward!" said Willie
through his clinched teeth.
"No. I ain't. Willie." piped the other
as best he could.
"I say you are," cried the great
chieftain Indignantly. "Don't tell in·.·
I'm a liar." He relinquished Ills hold
upon the coward and resumed h!

you afraid of?"
It was nnother Instance of the power
of eloquence upon the human mind.
There was only one boy who was not
thrilled by this oration, and he was a
boy whose favorite reading had been
of the road agents and gun fighters of
the great west, and he thought the
whole thing should be conducted in
This
the Deadwood Dick manner.

are

merely hurling stones at a creature
whose perlldy deserved such action,
anil the hitting the lamps had been
merely another move of the great conspirator Pate to force one .Ihnmie
Trescott into dark and troublous ways.
The boy was beginning to find the
world a bitter place, lie? couldn't win
appreciation for a single virtue; he
could only achieve quick, rigorous punishment for his misdemeanors. Everything was an enemy. Now there were

talk of a "comrade" was silly; "pard"
He resolved
the proper word.
that he would make a show of being a
he
pirate and keep secret the fact that
really was Holdup Harry, the Terror

was

those .silly old lamps—what were they
doing up on that shelf anyhow? It
would have been just as easv for them
at tlii» t!::ie to have been lu some other
place, but 110; there they had been,
like the crowd that is passing under
the wall when the mason for tho tirst
time in twenty years lets fall a brick.
Furthermore, the flight of that stone
It
had lieen perfectly unreasonable.
had been a sort of freak In physical

of the Sierras.
But the others were knit close In piratical 1κ>ιη1η. One by one they climbed the fence at a po'nt hidden from the
house by tall shrubs. With many a
low breathed caution, they went upon
their perilous adventure.
Jlinmie was grown tired of waiting
for his friends who would be faithful

Medicine
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The doctor sat down heavily.
"What? To rescue you?" he

"Y-yes, sir."

gasped.

The doctor's eyes began to twlukle.
"Vfcry well." he said presently. "I will
sit hero and observe their rescue. And
on no account do you warn them that
I am hoYe. Understand?"

years—proves its merit.

The boy turned itijaln to hl8 friends.
He
Of course Jlmmle understood.
had been mad to warn his friends, but
his father's mere presence hud frightened him l'roui doing it. Ile stood trembling at the window, while the doctor
stretched in an easy chair near at hand.

waited. The doctor could tell by
his son's increasing agitation that the
grout moment wus near. Suddenly he
hoard Willie Dalzel's voice hiss out a
word, "S-s-sllence!" Then the same
voice addressed Jimmie at the window:
"Good cheer, my comrade. The time Is
now at hand. I have come. Never did
the Ited Captain turn his buck on a
friend. One minute more and you will
be free. Once aboard my gallant craft
and you can bid defiance to your
haughty enemies. Why don't you hurry up? What are you standln' there

They

a cow

for?"

stammered Jim-

rahs, ain't the man ter''—
"Oh. stop It!" said Willie Dnlzel.
"He won't understand that, you know.
He's a pirate. Now, JImmie. come on.
Be of light heart, ray comrade. Soon
you"—

"I 'low arter all this here long time
In Jail ye thought ye had no frleuds
mebbe, but I tell ye Holdup Harry, the
terrar of the Sarahs"—
"A boat Is waitin' "—
"I have ready a trusty horse"—
Willie Dalzel could endure his rival

louger.
"Look here, Henry, you're spoilin'
We're all pirates,
the whole thing.
don't you see. and you're a pirate too."
"I ain't a pirate. I'm Holdup Harry,

no

the terrar of the Sarahs."
"You ain't, I say." said Willie in despair. "You're spoilin' everything, you
are. All right now. You wait. I'll tlx
yon for this, see If 1 don't! Oh. come
A boat awaits us at the
on. Jlmmle!
In one short hour
foot of the rocks.
you'll be free forever from your ex—
oxcwable enemies and their vile plots.
Hasten, for the dawn approaches."
The suffering Jlraraie looked at his

LowU. Mw.

lion to W

thli."
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Before ard After Marriage.
A young man and woman who were
betrothed were making their way upOn
stairs in an apartment house.
reaching the tirxt floor the aukle of
the young lady turned, and she sort of
«tumbled.
"Re careful, sweetheart; be careful!"
quickly cried her companion apprehen-

sively.

Somehow,

flight, the Kb!
tripped.

after
once

climbing another
again accidentally

"You didn't hurt yourself, did you,
dearie?" asked her escort, a touch of
nervousness in Ms voice.
Strange as It may seem, on arriving
at the floor above the young woman's
ankle again proved treacherous or her
heel must have caught Into something
or other, for she again tripped.
'•My! Oo must look out, darling, or
my
baby girl will hurt herself,"
cooed the young fellow lovingly, a
shade of fear In Ills kindly warning, as
he quickly slipped his arm protectingly
al>out his fiancee's waist.
They were married, and some months
afterward as the young couple were returning homeward the ankle of the
bride turned, and she tripped up slight-

little

In the sixteenth century there lived
a remarkably strong man, a major,
named Barsalms. One day he took up
an anvil weighing 500 pounds and
hid It under his coat, lie could crush
between his Augers the limbs of big
One day. seeing a crowd
animals.
looking ut an enbrinous dancing beur.
he ottered to wrestle with the animal.
The major threw the bear down several times and. Judging It unworthy of
further struggles, slew the animal with
his list aud carried it away on his
shoulders amid the cheers of the
Another day, seeing several
crowd.
officers of his regiment surrounded by
an angry crowd, he ran to them, knocking people down right and left as a
child does with a pack of cards. The
crowd, exasperated, turned rouud ou
him, but seizing two of his assailants,
one with each hand, he used them as
clubs on the crowd, who, astonished
at his extraordinary display of strength,
quickly drew back. Ouce he squeezed
to pulp the hand of a man who wanted
to

tignt Mm.

Harsauus

sister

wast.

dow

pillar

clul).

She threw one out of the winand killed two others with a
she tore down and used as a

English Land Taxes.
The land of Great Britain has not
been valued for the purpose of taxation since the year 1)192. Two centuries
ago her great cities bad not yet appeared. London was little more than a village In comparison with Its present
proportions. Thousands of acres of
land

now

occupied by stately

struc-

then fanning laud. They
In
are still assessed as farming laud.
two centuries the valuation of the land
underlying the metropolis lias not been
increased for purple- of taxation. The
local taxes paid by the London landowners directly are ubout the same totures

were

day that they were in the seventeenth
an
century. The explanation of such

own the land In
Great Britain also control parliament.
—Scribuer's Magazine.

anomalyV Those who

Mystery of Dew Explained.
I>ew is the moisture of the air condensed by comiug in contact with
The «lew
bodies colder than itself.
does not "fall" from the atmosphere or
rise from the ground. There is never
dew on a dull, cloudy night or on a
• iinly night. Dew may lie found on
a grass plot and leave a gravel walk
dry. because grass Is u good radiator
of heat and thus rabidly becomes cold.
A vapor of warm air coming In contact
with the cold grass Is instantly chilled
into dew. The gravel is a bad radintor
and parts with its heat very slowly
and therefore does not condense the
Dew never falls on the huwarm air.
body.

Shining Eyes.
Why do the eyes of some animals,
notably the dog, the cat and the horse,

Tlicy

whl led and scampered away like
deer.

father and was turprised at what he
The doctoi was double ! up like
He was breatha man with the colic.
ing heavily. The boy turned again to
his friends. "I now—look here," he
began, stumbling auioin the words.
"You—I—I don't thluk I'll be rescued
saw.

today."

scandalized.
angrily.
"Ain't you golu' to be rescued? Well,
all right for you, Jimmle Trescott!
The

"What?"

pirates

they

were

whispered

That's a nice way to act, that Is!"
Their upturned eyes glowered at Jimrale.
Suddenly Dr. Trescott appeared at
"Oh, go
the window with JImmie.
home, boys!" he gasped, but they did
not hear him. Upou the lustant they
had whirled and scampered away like
deer. The first lad to reach the fence
was the Red Captain, but Holdup
Harry, the Terror of the Sierras, was
so close that there was little to choose

between them.

Dr. Trescott lowered the window
and then spoke to his sou In his usual
quiet way. "Jlnmie. I wish you would
go and tell Peter to have the buggy
ready at 7 o'clock."
"Yes. s!r," said JImmie. and he
swaggered out to the stables. "Pete,
father wants the buggy ready at 7
no

"I didn't get any trounclu'."
"No?" said Peter. He gave Jlmmle a
quick, shrewd glance and saw that he
He began to
was telling the truth.
mutter aud mumble over hla work.
"Ump! Uinp! Dese yer whit· folk·
1 act like they think er boy'a made er

Naturalists say
shlue in the dark?
that it Is because their eyes secrete a
pigment of a brilliant metallic luster
at the bottom of the eyeball, which
«cts as a concave reflector, causing
the rays of light to traverse the retina
a second time. This probably increases
the power of vision, particularly where
only a feeble light is admitted to the
eye. The choroid of the human eye.
on the contrary, Is lined with a dark
brown or black pigment, which does
This peculiar connot reflect light.
struction of animals' eyes Is part of the
protective scheme of nature.
An Advocate of Credit.
"The way to get on," said the business man, "is to conduct your operations on a cash basis."
"Not in polities." answered Senator
Sorghum. "Promises are just as effectual tlx easii and not nearly so dan-

gerous."—Washington

Star.

Was It Fresh?
An Indiana woman, as she examined
the fowl brought from the market, said
to her little son. "Did the grocer tell
you this turkey was quite fresh?"
"No'm," the boy answered; "he just
said to hurry home with it as fast as I
could."

Pretty Clos·.
A ?ertaln elderly lady wan In a fairly
good position and lived in oue of tho

suburbs of a large town. One morning she went to her butcher with a
basket filled v* itb wooden skewers. She
told hlru she brd saved them—that

they

had been weighed 11 her as meat and
she had brought them to receive
their weight back again in meat! Is
there a man bold enough to carry economy so far'/
Perhaps the meannesses of mean
people are more o.'L-n actuated by
feelings of avarice thau by those of
economy. It would be difficult, for Ine than tho
stance, to find a wor.e c
following: An old n.un one wrote a
letter to a friend, and, wishi ig to save
his stamp, he ordered his servant to
take it to its address, it was ruining,
and the jrirl wore a new tlresj that she
was afraid of spoiling. She looked into
the street, saw a boy she knew, aud.
caliiiig out to him, she said, Delivc;·
thin letter for me, and 1 will give you
a penny." The miser beard tbe o.iei·
and said, "(Jive me the penny, an 1 I
will carry tut· loiter ii»y«..-if." What is
I.on:!in <':i'»taln.
more, he did so.

tha?

Kraw Him Too Well.
The late President v'h.ï.-.ter A Arthur,
although lie was a m-iu of warm
friendships, had a high sense of personal dlg.iitv that would bro>!c no tindue i'amiliuriti 'S. A lifeiong friend of
.Mr. Arthur, who had ae« .uiipanle l him
on one
an

of his hunt in*;

acquaintance

s.mie

trips,

was

telling

of the incidents

of t!ji> htint.
"I know it's the p-neral Impression,"
he said. "th:'.f Mr, Arthur h a cold, self
centered s vt of man, but it isn't true,
lie is one of the- nio««t g<*uial and compnnionable <>f i!"»ii when you heroine
I thought
well acquainted villi him.
I already kiicr Iiim pretty well, but I
came to understand lilm better while
on that trip tii.iu ever before."
"I suppose you know bim well
onoiu'h now to call him by his first
name," ventured the oiher.
"On the contrary." was the rejoinder,
"I kaow him well enough not to call
him by his first name."—Youth's Com-

panion.

Desert Plants.
Plants of the desert, as a rule, possess few leaves, the cactus, for instance, being mostly spines. There Is
a very good reason for the lack of
leaves in desert plants. The object Is
to check the transferatiou of moisture
by offering as small a surface as possible to the dry air. For the same reason the roots of desert plants usually
run deep into the soil so that they can
suck up all the available moisture. In
some instances the leaves assume a
vertical position and thus avoid the
direct rays of the burning desert sun.
On the other hand, the leaves of trees
In very wet countries are provided
with points—such as the maple from
Were the
whl< li the rain drops off.
leaves flatter the rain would collect

aud make them rot.

wan uiso

remarkable for her strength. Some
burglars entered a convent where she

man

ously.

B«r««Ub» h**e L

"Cmp."
"No, he didn't say anything aliout
carriage lamps—not that I remember.
Maybe he did. though. Lctuiiic see.
Xo, he never mentioned 'eui."

Wonderful Strength.

heed to this order, but
with the tender sympathy of a true
friend he Inquired, "Ilu't?"
"Hurt? Did what hurt?"
"Yer trounclu'."
"Troundu'!" said Jlmmle contemptu-

tes-

cay'ge lumps?"
"Carriage lauipe?" inquired Jluimle.

yer

"What's the matter with you?" snapped out the husband scowlingly. "Can't
you stand up?"-Kansas City Star.

o'clock."
Peter paid

new

λ'ο trouncln'! L'rnp!" Ile was
mined wiili curiosity tu learn why
J lunule hud uot felt a heavy parental
hand, but he did uot care to lower liN
dignity by asking questlous aluiut it
At last, however, he reached the limit!'
of his endurance, and in u voice pretentiously careless he asked, "Did»'
ycr pop take ou like mud erbout deoc

glass.

con

ly.

upeeclt.

had told Dr. Trescott that Willie Daizel had come Into possession of a revolver.
In the meantime Jiinmlc had gone
into the house to await the coming of
Ile was hi a rebellious
his father.
mood.
He hud not intended to destroy the carriage lamps. He had been

an

"What for?"
"To—to see me."
"What about?"
"About—about uothln'."
"What about?"
Jlmmle knew that he could conceal
nothing. He said, "They're comln' to
He began to
—to—to rescue me."

"You know me, men. Many
of you have been my followers for
long years. You saw me slay Sixhanded Dick with my own hand. You
know I never falter. Our comrade is
α
prisoner In the cruel hands of our
enemies. Aw, Pete Washington! He
dassent.
My pa says if Pete ever
troubles me he'll brain 'im. .Come on!
To the rescue! Who will go with me
Aw, come on! What
to the rescue!

Washington because Peter Washington

digestion,

atout

faithful unto deiuh.
They delayed some time for the reason
that Willie Dnlzel was making a
who

Presently yon would have thought
from the ta!\ that one Willie Dalzel
had lieen throwing stones at Peter

ter

a

eagerly for the coming of the friends

eel ves."

creates

he knit his brows.

"Nothln*."
"Nothing! Don't tell me that. Are
they coming here to the window?"
"Y-e-s, sir."

Holdup Ilarry, th·» Terror of the
Sierras, evidently concluded that Willie
Dalzcl had had enough of the premier
part, so he said:
Don't ye turn
"Brace up. pard.
white livered now, fer ye know that
Holdup Ilarry. the terrar of the Sa-

bos his cars."
"It i; simply impossible unless we
kept Jlminle shut up all the time." said
"I can't watch him
Mrs. Trescott.
every udnute of the day, and the uniment my back is turned lie's ofT."
"I should think those Dalzel people
would hire somebody to brin : up their
child for them," said the do tor. "They
don't seem to know how to do it them-

lively, it

sharply, and

nde.
Here

"Don't be too hard on the boy, Ned.
There's lots of time yet. He's so young
yet. and— I lielleve he gets most of
Ills naughtiness from that wretched
That Dalzel boy—well,
Dulzel Uiy.
he':·, simply awful!" Then, with true
motherly instinct to shift blame from
her owu boy's shoulders, she proceeded to sketch the character of the Dalssel boy in lines that would have made
that talented young vagaliond stare.
It was not admittedly her feeling that
the doctor's attention should be diverted from the main issue and Ids indignation divlled among the camps, but
preently the doctor felt himself burn
with wrath for the Dalzel boy.
"Why don't you keep Jltumle away
"Jiiumie
from him?" he demanded.
has no business consorting with abandoned little predestined Jail birds lik·.·
him. If I catch him on the place I'll

and

open window In angry surprise. Boys
never faint, but Jlmmle probably came
as near to it as may the average boy.
"What's all this?" asked the doctor,
staring. Involuntarily Jimmie glanced
over his shoulder through the window.
His father saw the creeping figures.
"What are those boys doing?" he said

"I—er—now—you"—

"Do you suppose when
the stones were singing about Peter's
ears he cared whether they were tlung
by a boy who was naturally vicious or
The question
a boy who was not?
might interest him afterward, but at
the time In· was mainly occupied in
dodging the: effects of pure animal

impatiently.

Spring

withdrew his leg and waited, seeing
that he wan now to l>e rescued In an
orthodox way. The brave pirates came
neurer and nearer.
Jimmie hoard α noise of a closing
door, und, turning, he saw his father
In the room looking at him and the

lookln' like

spirits."

"l'on, Jim!

nnto death. Finally be decided that he
would rescue himself. It would be a
gross breach of rule, but he couldu't
sit there n!l the rest of the day waiting for his faithful unto death frienùs.
The window wus only five feet from
the ground. He softly raised the sash
and threw one leg over the sill. But
at the same time he perceived his
friends snaking among the bushes. He

Λ Surprise.
Λ cook at il cheap boardink' honnw
played a little game ou a grumbling
Itoarder by serving hint with u piece of
Hole leather instead of beefsteak.
"You've changed your butcher. Mrs.
IIi!.-< her?" said the Ixtnrder, looking up
at the landlady after sa wing two or
three minutes at the leather.
"Same butcher as usual," replied the
boarUn, mistress, with a patronizing

mille. "Why?"
"Oh, nothing much," said the boardt >
ake an Impression on
;T. tr;.*!:
t'.e .-■..•a!c with ills knife and fork,
"ctily this piece of meat Is the tender·
est I lur e It:; 1 hi this house fur Home
weeks." Strand Magazine.

In a G?rman Law Court.
Τ!.'mi law court was the scene
Λ
The
latelv ι·! an amusing Incident.
magistra;e. a tiresome and long winded ι eτ -ou, was deciding a small case
In which flu· plaintiff claimed damages
for abuse.
f < call a man a 'pig' or a
•«log.* rep!i»*d the judire. "Is certainly
an Insult, but to sa> that he Is a 'pteil< ι:' Is offensive, for no such animal
The plaintiff phi red at the
exists."
bench. "Sehwcliie-llund!" he remarked. with hitter emphasis.—'T. l\'g I»n-

tloii Weekly.

The Innocent Joy» of Youth.
Fanny!" exclaimed a
mother to her little daughter. "Why
Why
are you shouting like that?
can'r you be quiet like your brother?''
"lie's got to Ik? quiet," replied Fanny. "lie's playing papa coming home

"Gracious,

late."
"And who are you
"Oh, I'm playing

Weekly.

playing?"
you!" Harper'*
—

India Dialccts.
India has hundreds of dialects, which
may all be classed under three great
beads the Sanscrit, Pracrlt and Magadhl. The Sanscrit Is the fundamental huiK'tiace and that of the Vedas. the Pracrlt the vernacular IanKuage in many dialects and the Maga·
illii or Mlsra is that of Ceylon and the
Islands.

Always on Guard.
Friend (to draper in Ills shop»—I notice that all your assistants squint
most horribly. Couldn't you have got

looking ones?
"I chose them puri>osely. They are
most useful In keeping a watch on people. My customers never know on
whk h side they are looking."—Non Loisirs.
some better

Sister

Baby'· Mamma.

(teaslngly)—Mamma's

more

my mamma than she Is yours. She was
my mamma ever so long before she
was yours. Baby (stoutly)—That don't
make any difference. I'm the littlest,
and the littler a person Is the more
mamma she Is.
The Honor of Brav· Men.
"You refuse to ίΐκΐιί me?"

"Certainly."

"I believe you are a coward."
"Of course you do. Otherwise you
never would have dared mention the
matrer."

Kl "pliants are always drawn smaller
General Ideas and great conceit are
than life, but a ilea always larger.—
always In a fair way to cause terrible
Swift
mischief.—Goetho.

Convalescente need a large amount of nourish-

ment in

easily digested form.

Scoffs Emulsion is
ment—highly concentrated.
It makes

putting

any

powerful nourish-

bone, blood and muscle without
tax on the digestion.
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IIH6LS COPIE*.
to the public library.
added
Paris
will
to
and
come
cent· trip in Europe
Single Copiée of the Democrat are four
At the recent annual meeting of the
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by Hill upon their retnrn.
association the following officers
of
patrons
the publisher* or for the convenience
Mrs. M. C. Snow returned from a trip library
on
were elected :
Jingle copie· of each Issue bave been placed
Snow
Miss
Julia
C.
last
week.
:
to
Boston
In
the
County
following
place·
•ale at the
President—Clarence ti. Morton.
is expected this week.
Shurtleff'· Drug Store.
South Part·,
•Vice-President— Luther M. Irish.
Ernest P. Shaw met with an accident
Noyee' Drug Store.
Norway,
8ec.—MIm Jennie M. Brown.
Stone's Drug Store.
Treas.—Miss Ruth A. Tucker.
which confined him to the house a few
Λ lfred Cole, Postmaster.
Ruckfleld,
Trustees—Dr. F. E. Wheeler, Mr. L. C. Bates,
down hill a
last week. In
KdiUra ud

Preprleter·.

—

Pari· Ulll.
West Pari·,

driving
days
portion of the harness gave
while jumping out to get the
the head Mr. Shaw sprained an

Mr·. Harlow. Poet Ottce

Samuel T. White.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Coming Events.
June 4.—Oxford Powoua Grange, North BuckOeld.

NKW

AUVKKTlSKMKKTS.

Spectacle Frame·.
Thomas Smiley.
If In Seed of a Suit.
Court Bills.
Bankruptcy Notice.
Town of Parle Notice.
Notice to Water Tak'r·.
Notice to Water Taker· and Plumber*.
Money Making Farms.
Probate Notice·.
Notice of Apuolntuient.

Annual

Meeting.

Collection of Taxes.
Perhaps few have noticed that the last
legislature did things in an endeavor to
secure the more prompt payment of
taxes. For one thing, it changed the
New Laws

on

date of the sale of real estate for nonpayment of taxes from the first Monday
in December of the year following the
assessment, to the first Monday of FebThat
ruary following the assessment.
is, if you do not pay your real esta'e tax
assessed this spring, instead of being
■old in December, 1908, the real estate
will be sold on the first Monday of next
February. And as the sale is to be
advertised six weeks in advance, if the
tax is not paid by about the middle of
next December, the real estate is liable
Of course it takes no
to be advertised.
more money to pay the tax at one time
than at another, and there is really no
good reason why a year and a half
should be allowed, as was done under
the old law.
The passage of this law has produced
The lawa peculiar condition of affaire.
is in the form of an amendment to the
statute, and undoubtedly will apply to
taxes assessed in this and subsequent
what becomes
years; but it is a quest ion
of the taxes assessed in 1900. Under!
the old law the sale for those taxes
would have been in December, 1907.
But that law has been amended, and is
not now in force. On the other hand,
the sale can not be had in the February I
following the assessment, as provided in
the new law, Decause tnat reoruary wim
paat wheu the law was amended, it
looks as if it might be impossible to sell
real estate (or delinquent taxes of the
1906 assessment.
The legislature also uassed another
short act, entitled "An act for the better
collection of taxes," though how nearly
correct that title ia may be judged from
just what it
reading it. As to
means, some lawyer accustomed to inIt
terpreting statutes must decide.
reads as follows:
That on ami after January drst, nineteen hundmi ami eight, all municipal ottlrer* of citte*
and town* In making nut their yearly report
shal' cau*o to l>e printed In mM report the uames
an 1 amountM of all ilellp<|Uent tax payer* which
have beea committed to the treasurer
lector for collection.

or

report

col

All person* owning dogs ami who <lo not pay
dog tax on the *ame f>y the 13th of July will be

killed.

An

Astray.

send you an astray in the shape of a
gem that appears in no published collection of poems by Poe, but both the
external and the internal evidences are
such that there can be no doubt that Toe
is the author. Now as to the external:
One night a young man, who showed
plainly the marks of dissipation, appeared at the door of an inn at Chesterfield,
a little village near Richmond, Va., and
requested a room. When they went to
call him in the morning be had disappeared leaving only a book, ou the flyleaf of which was the following poem
written in Roman characters and almost
legible as print itself. The manuscript
contained not an erasure nor a single
interlined word and was signed E. A.
P. The interna! evidence is satisfactory
and conclusive to any one who is at all
familiar with the poems of that erratic
John.
genius.

healthy.
Although Dannie Bryant

me

Only spake the little Usper
In the angel tongue;
Tet I. listening, heard her whisper:
"Songs are only sung
Here below that they may grieve you—

Tales are told yoc to deceive you—
So must Leonatnle leave you
While her love Is young."

Then God smiled and It was morning,
Mttchlessand supreme;
Heaven's glory seemed adorning
Earth with Its esteem ;
Kvery heart but mine seemed gifted
With the voice of praver, and lifted
Where my Leonalnle drifted
From me like a dream.
E. A. P.

Total

war moved with his family to East Milton, where he resided until the fall of
1900 when he bought the Alden Chase
property and moved to our village. Mr.
Sessions was a veteran of war having
served three years in the old 14th New
Hampshire Regiment under Col. Robert
H. Wilson, nis first wife was Victoria
Crafts, by whom he had eleven children,
eight of whom are now living. Mrs.
Sessions died in Milton and later he married Mrs. Luella Coffin, who survives
him. The funeral services were held at
the Baptist church Tuesday, attended by
Rev. John L. Pinkerton of Rumford
Centre. A. M. Whitman Post, No. fi7.
and the band were present in a body.
MissEthlyn Davie is employed in the
central office, Oxford Telephone Co., at
Turner.
Elva Abbott is teaching in the Billings
district.
There will be a special town meeting
Tuesday, May 21, at 10 A. M. Among
the several articles in the warrant is one
to see if the town will raise money to
assist in the purchase of a lire apparatus
for the village.
The Rostell Stock Co. left here Monday morning. They will return here
again in September. Our people wore
delighted with their entertainments, and
they made many friends during their

more

moved to the
Pond several weeks ago with his family,
the place is not vacated, his father still
making his home there, taking care of
his Htock and doing some farming. And
no marvel since he was born there, or
near by, 75 years ago, and consequently
no other locality will ever seem so much
like "home, sweet home." Mr. Bryant
owns a team with which he comes over
to his farm in the morning and returns
at night, a distance of two miles.
George Cole and wife visited at the
Bennett phce recently. Mr. Cole says
he has seen the brown-tail moth in
Massachusetts, and therefore knows
how it looks, but has never seen the first
indication of one about here as yet. The
tent caterpillar has commenced building
again, but is sure to find himself on disputed territory. The damage from mice
has not been great so far as seen or
beard from.
In John'· last letter he speaks of always having been an admirer of the
J udsons, and so far at least we have admired the same object, but perhaps will
refer to it again next week when there is
more time and space.

Abstinence Movement,

The suggestion of the Waterville
Sentinel to advance the cause of temperance by the organization of a state
temperance society which shall be nonpolitical and non-sectarian has brought
cat a call for a meeting to organize such
a society, to be held at Portland (place
and hour not stated) on the 22d day of
May The thirty-six signatures to the
call include the names of C. P. Whitman
of Norway and Ε. H Gleason of Mexico,
from Oxford County, and such other
names of men well known in the state as
Dr. George M. Twitchell of Auburn, H.
A. Shorey of Bridgton, A. S. Littlefield
of Rockland, Frank L. Dingley of Lewiston, Herbert H. Sturgis of Standish, W.
R. Pattangall of Waterville, L M Staples of Washington, and many others.

North Stoneham.

Wm. Adams has swapped horses with
Charles Grover of Albany.
H. B. MeKe«-n and two daughters
Beryl and Winnie went to Norway Saturday to visit his sister, Mrs. Austin
McAllister.
Alice Bean and three sons from Norway are staying with her mother, Mrs.
L. J. Gammon.
Kate Adams is at John Adams'. She
intends t·» go to Bethel to keeping honse.
Wm. Gammon has a crew of men
building a cottage on the shore of Kezar
Lake for Mr. Loyd of Philadelphia.
Oxford Pomona Orange.
Josie Adams has finished work for
Time, 1st Tuesday in June. Place, Mrs. Wvet Palmer of Lovell and is at
North
Mountain Grange,
Bucktield, work for Mrs. Ina Hilton.
with New Century Pomona as guests.
Mrs. L. J. Gammon has been at work
Program:
for Abbie McKeen of North Lovell, who
Routine work.
is quite sick.
Addres· of welcome by lecturer of Oxford
Dennis Adains went to Norway SatPomona.
Response, W. U. Eastman of New Century urday after a load of goods for Elden
Pomona.
McAllister.
9th degree conferred by New Century Pomona.
Gus Andrews of Stow, while at work
Recess.
round the mill here, rolled a log on to
r. m.
his leg jamming his knee quite severely.
Music.
E. L. Torrey. Topic, " Pomona
Address by
Work."

Paris Grange
Reading,
Norway Grange.
Song,
J. A. Roberta.
Esmv. Poultry Method»,
Question. "Hesolved that the dairy Industrv has
done more to build up the farms of Maine
than any other branch of agriculture",
one half hour by Mountain Grange.
SBC.

Guy E. Libby was shot at Thomaston
Thursday night by Jesse W. Peabody,

chief of police of Thomaston. and in in a
aérions condition. He had been arrested by Peabody for refusing to pay a
service fee of fl in connection with a
dog license, and the two were on their
way to the lock-up when Libby broke
away and Peabody shot him. Peabody
asserts that he did it unintentionally—
that be fired once into the a'r and then
stepped in a hole and his revolver was i
discharged, the bullet striking Libby.
Peabody baa been bound over for assault
with Intent to kill.

j
[

building capacity.
Hon. F. R.Dyer

at court at Rumford Falls this week. It falls to the lot
on the jury at
to
serve
of Horace Murch
the Rumford Falls court.
Henry Brown and wife have gone to
spend the summer with their cousin,
Moses Brown, at Eaet Buokfield. They
have closed their bouse in the village.
George W. Ridlon of West Paris was in
was

town Wednesday.
A Mr. Currain of Mountain, Maine,
has been in town several days canvassing
for the sale of safes from a Cincinnati
house. He took orders for four.
Howard Curtis cut his left hand badly
and is laid aside from work.
John Damon is having an addition
built to bis barn on the south side.
C. C. Withington is putting on an addition to bis dwelling house on Elm
Street for the purpose of a bath room.
Buckfield's excellent water supply makes
such a convenience possible to all our
homes.
C. E. Gray has taken the rent recently
vacated by H. W. Conant in the village.
Mr. Dow is working for Benjamin Gerrish as a man of all work.
S. M. Benson is hauling coal for T. H.

Lnnt.

Mr. J. A. Rawson, our time-honored
has recently added to his business an ice cream parlor, and will be
ready to nerve the cooling luxury to his
many patrons as'the warm days come
on.
Judging by the liberal sample sent
round to the Methodist parsonage Thursday evening, the quality of the goods is
Mr.
very excellent and appetizing.
Rawson's birthplace was Paris where he
spent his early years.
Kimball Prince and wife, like the
birds, have left their southern home in
Florida, where for several years they
have spent their winters, and arrived at
their summer home in Buckfield Friday
Their many friends were
afternoon.
glad to welcome them home again.

druggiet,

West Sumner.

Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth of Denmark
are at work for Κ. N. Stetson.
Ezekiel Fogg lias returned from Oxford and is boarding at Freeman Farrar's.
James Buck is having his chambers
finished. Fred Wing has charge of the
work.
Elias Johnson of Auburn is here buying cattle.
Λ man irom

ten

yokes

week.
Alton

<

umoenanu aima

of oxen in tbis

(wugui

vicinity

last

Pales is at home again from
Livermore where he has been at work.
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Merrill of Rumford
Palls made a flying visit here the first of

the week.

Mrs. F. C. Wing has gone to a hospital
at Lowiston to be operated on for ap-

pendicitis.

Horace Farrar made a trip to Lewistou last week to bay beef.
Rev. E. S. Cotton of Norway occupied
the pulpit in the Baptist church Sunday,
the 12th.
Oscar Swift is having his house painted. A. G. Farrar and Henry Proctor
are doing the wo-k.
James Poland of Oxford was in town
one day last week looking for a house

keeper.

Mrs. Thursa Crockett has gone to Canton to visit friends.
Mise- M. L. Chase of North Paris is
staying with her sister, Mrs. Carl Dunham.
A. G. Farrar went to Canton last week
and purchased a manure spreader for

Sumner Sessions, who has been in
failing health the past winter, died Sunday morning, May 12. He was born in
Milan, Ν. H., in 1841, and soon after the $115.

His brother, Frank Morgan, has formerly been much inclined to go on to the
railroad as a trainman, but the numerous accidents of late have rather damped
his courage, and he has now gone to
work for Oscar Peabody on his farm
which, it is inferred, he considers the
also stay.
safer kind of employment and

Leonatnle— angels name<i her,
Ami they took the light
Of the laughing stars anil framed her
In a smile of white.
Amt they ma. le her hair of gloomy
Midnight, ami her eye* of bloomy
Moonshine, ami they brought her to me
In a solemn night.

New

Bryant's Pond.

plan.

*

In a solemn night of Summer,
When m ν heart of gloom
Blossomed up to greet the comer
Like a rose In bloom ;
All foreboding* that distressed me
I forgot asjov caressed me,
(Lying joy that caught and presse·!
In the arms of doom I)

hardly

small ainouut. To glance at the weather
in the near past it has been well calculated to remind one of what somebody
said about winter lingering in the lap of
May. Friday it was so cold that men
wore their coats and mittens in the
Held. Saturday morning there was a
snow storm of nearly two inches, clearing off cold and windy during the day,
and Sunday morning water in the dooryard froze to the depth of more than
one-half inch. Some mon had their cattle out in the pasture for the want of
hay; and when the storm came they had
to buy a few hundred to keep them
alive until it was past. The snowdrift
still conspicuous
on VVentworth Hill is
and will be for some time yet.
Wednesday, Miss Gracie Paine drove
into the dooryard, her errand being to
borrow a pair of shears for her brother,
who was about to assist Jesse Daniel in
shearing his goats. To-day we are having a cold rain storm, and possibly those
g >ats miss their warm jackets.
Last Monday,
Floyd Mortran commenced hie summer's work for Alton
Bacon of Bryant's Pond, his work being
carpentering, the same as last year, providing rheumatism or any other casualty
does not assert itself so as to defeat his

It* intent may be clear, but its wording is somehow a reminder of the notice
issued by the city marshal of a western
city to owners of dogs:

I

Mr. K. D. Stllwell.

out and
P. J. Miles is repainting his store.
horse by
Hezekiah Parrar has sold the home
ankle.
next his residence, which was owned by
Daniel Winslow made a business trip
him, to Mr. W. S. Jackson. The house is
to Boston the past week.
Hammond on the
Miss Louise Page of Gorham, N. U., occupied by Eugene
lower floor and the upstairs rent by S. T.
wan a guest at J. B. Cole's over Sunday.
White. Mr. Hammond will move at
Mrs. John Marshall and daughter of
and Mr. White probably will reWent Paris were guests of Mrs. Jarvis once,
main. Mr. Jackeon will move into his
M. Thayer several days the past week.
as soon as possible to
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Atwood, new purchase
He has sold his
make arrangements.
Henry E. Hammond, Hiram R. Hubbard house at
Trap Corner to Sam Ellingand Austin P. Stearns of this place atwood.
tended the reception to Judge Peabody
Lester Bessey has moved from North
at Kumford Falls last Tuesday evening.
Paris into a house at Trap Corner.
The Woman's Baptist Missionary Circle
W. H. Lurvey was at Canton last week
held the monthly meeting Tuesday afterwork.
After de- doing telephone
noon at Cummings Hall.
Eugene Hammond has hired out to
votional exercises and the usual routine
work this season on
farm
the
on
business the president read reports from carry
the place owned by Mrs. Marietta A.
the foreign fields, while others began a
Fuller.
ijuilt for the next missionary barrel.
The Skiliings farm, formerly owned by
At the annual meeting held receutly,
Mrs. Sarah Starbird, has been sold to
the yearly report showed an increase of
Will Whitman of North Paris, who inten names, the present number being
tends to occupy it by fall. Mr. and Mrs.
twenty-five.
who have been living there,
A very good barrel was packed lant Harry Lane,
have moved to South Paris.
November with literature, «mall articles
Advertised letters in West Paris post
for Christmas gifts, second hand clothoffice:
ing and pillows and sent to Mather
Mrs. Ne'lle Barker.
School, (for colored children) Beaufort,
Mr. Frank Chase.
S. C.
Mrs. Sewall M Rowe.
Mrs. Nathaniel M. Rowe.
Fourteen well furnished sailor's comM re. Ed wan 1 Simpson.
fort bags were finished.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Dinsmore are
The officers chosen were:
stopping at the Maple House fora while
l'reel'leot—Mr*. E. O. Tayior.
with Mrs. Dinsraore's parents, Mr. and
Vice-President—Kannle A. Hammoml.
Secretary—Marietta H. Stowe.
Mrs. Jesse Dexter.
Treasurer—Alice K. Hammond.
Mr. Samuel Evans, pastor of the Free
The offerings for home and foreign
church, exchanged pulpits last
Baptist
work amounted to goodly sums.
with Rev. Lyman Rollins of
Sunday
A pleasant feature the past year has Otisfield.
been the picnic lunch and social hour
Walter E. Ricker is working at Harriclosing the seesious. These are to be son.
continued.
Mrs. Frank S. Briggs and little daughMuch sorrow is felt here at the death ter are
visiting her mother, Mrs. Sara E.
of Kev. William M. Kimmell in Pitts- Curtis.
Mr.
since.
a
few
Y
N.
days
burgh,
Macduu returned irora
Rev. I. S.
Kimmell when settled in Charlestown, Claremont last Friday.
Mass., spent several summers at Paris
There was a good program of enterHill with Mrs. Kimmell and preached in tainment at the Good Will social last
the Universalist church. A few years
Friday evening, consisting of songs by
since on account of a throat trouble he Misa Inez M.
Briggs, C. A. Bacon and
left the ministry and went into business Master Earl Bacon with some clog dancin Pittsburgh, but wa* just about to reing, and a song and encore by Russell
enter the ministry, and had accepted a
Briggs. There was also instrumental
••all
to
the
Universalis
church in music, tableaux, some readings by Mm.
his
at
the
time
of
Stougbton, Mass.,
C. R. Briggs. closing with a short farco
death. Mr. Kimmell was a very able entitled: "The chafing dish tragedy."
preacher, and an exceptionally devout
Mrs. C. S. Bacon is selling at her
roan, of the highest type of Christian store nice fresh food from the Norway
character.
Bakery, and if the patronage continues
Mise Mary I. Mellen, who has been good intends to keep a good variety of
away through the winter, haft returned bread and pastry.
home and re-opened her house here.
Last Saturday afternoon our grammar
school base ball team played a game
Greenwood.
here with South Paris Grammar School
Λ busy time is this, but little news to 2d team and won the game with a score
time to chronicle that of 8 to 1.
and

addition to their brush factory, adding about a third more room to their

an

j

Alvin Barrows of East Sumner is papering for Mrs. Myrtle Dunham.
returned from
Flossie Farrar has
iiivermore where she has been to visit
friends.
Georgia Irish of Sumner is staying
with Mrs. C. L. Dunham.
An accident occurred Sunday which
Frank Moody of
came near being fatal.
Hebron and Lynn Farrar of this plaçe
were camping out near Shagg Pond.
Tliey were out on the pond in a canoe
when either by the strong wind that
was blowing or in some other way the
canoe was upset. They both clung to the
sink beneath
canoe which began to
their weight. Moody could not ewim.
Farrar, who is an expert swimmer, lot
go and struck out for the shore. He
soon found his strength failing under
the heavy weight of his winter clothing
and thick boots. He reached a rock
where he was able to keep his head
above water until Carl Handy who happened to be passing came out in a boat
and rescued both of them. They were
nearly exhausted and thoroughly chilled. It took some time to get the water
out of young Farrar who seemed to be
worse off than his companion.
They
had a narrow escape.
Oxford.

of the U. S. Geological
are
Capt. Edwin Cummings of Jonesport Survey and Wendall Jones assistant,
was in town last week visiting his couein, making a survey of Thompson Pond,
Megguier's Island, etc., to obtain maMrs. Mark Allen.
terial for government map.
Mexico.
Henry Everett died at the home of
Sumner F. Frost, aged ββ years, died hie daughter, Mrs. Roscoe Staples, April
Tuesday morning. He had been a great 25, aged 78 years.
A reception was tendered to Rev. Mr.
sutferer from cancer in the face. Of
New Hampshire birth, veteran of the Farnswortb, pastor of the M. E. church,
civil war from that state. He lived in at the vestry Saturday evening. There
Rev. Mr. Newport,
Norway some three years, when he CAme were remarks by
here with his son-in-law, John Cnrtis of pastor of the Congregationaliet church,
Mr.
and
Rev.
Farnswortb, with musiby
Paris.
RefreshWith Austin P. Stearns, A. D. Park cal and literary exercises.
and wife, Bliery C. Park, wife and ments were setvod, ice cream and cake,
daughter, Juryman Merrill from Hebron, etc.
Mrs. Geo. Cash, Mrs. Chas. Bum pus,
and others at
the Newry juryman
Mexico, we are having quite a fair share Mrs. Wellington Twltchell, Mrs. Walter
of people brought here by the sitting of Holden and others attended the annual
meeting of the Grand Temple of Pythian
the S. J. court at Rumford Falls.
Spending Tuesday morning in the Sisters at Portland.
T. A. Roberts Post, G. A. R., and W.
court room I could but notice the lawR. C., visited by invitation A. A. Dwinal
yers therein and compare tbe babes in
and Corps on Tuesday.
years, undoubtedly giants in intellect Post
and legal lore, with those I knew in years
Hiram.
gone by—David Hammons, David R.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard E. Wakefield of
Hastings, Samuel F. Gibson, Judge Rawson,Richard Frye, Judges C. W. Walton Lawrence, Mass., arrived on Saturday,
and Wm. W. Virgin, Peter C. Virgin, the 11th, at Eli C. Wadsworth's. Mrs.
Alvah Black, Elbridge G. Harlow, Sulli- Wakefield will remain until October to
lost health "Under the
van Andrews, W. W. Bolster, Isaac Ran- seek for her
dall, Elisha Winter, L. H. Ludden, A. Pines of Maine."
is recçvering from
Ruth
Miss
demons
H. Walker, Mark H. Dunnell, David P.
Stowell, Wedgewood & Ayer, Nathan the grippe.
Mr. Eli C. Wadsworth is setting out
Clifford, Geo. F.
Shepley, Phineas
Barnes, Judge Baker of Augusta, and four hundred apple trees, also grafting

Roy Purington

< *Γ·

Sumner Seaaiona.

Bryant's Pond, May 14.
Snmner Seaeions, one of Maine's moat
here this season
owners.
and
best-known veterans,
the
ilasm is shown by
j jlctureeque
Mr. Frits God dard has opened a livery < lied bere last Sunday morning from a
itable on Main Street and will soon erect ] minful and long-standing complication
Mr. Sea·
>f diseases, at the age of 66.
ι new stable.
Mr. Harry Hastings was called to Au- ι lions, by reaaon of bis unique personal·
t>urn by the critical illness and death of | ty, his unusual memory, hoapltality and
bis father, Mr. W. D. Hastings, who ] jowera of narration, had a wide circle of
went about ten days before to visit his j xiends, and waa the subject of a number
laughter, Mrs. Harold Chapman. The , )f magazine stories. The "Lewiston
remains were brought to Bethel Friday lournal" published an account of bis
»nd funeral services were held at the M. ife, with illustrations, in its issue for
E.
church Saturday afternoon. Mr. Vov 1, 1905. In the genial veteran's
Hastings has been a resident of onr vil- leaf h, the community has suffered a real
lage for many years and has al ways car- oss, which cannot be made good.
Mr. Sessions was born at Milan, Ν. H.,
ried on the blacksmith's trade until failing health a few months ago prevented. η 1841, one of a large family. When
his
j Sumner was 18 years of age, his father
Mr. Hastings' son has worked with
father for several years. The remaining removed to Dummer, where the family
warmest
the
bave
lived until the beginning of tbe Rebelson and daughter
sympathy of many friends as they are ion. Just previous to the war, Sumner
especially afflicted, this being the third married Victoria Crafts, a union which
death to occur in the family within the was blessed with 11 children. At the
last seven months.
breaking out of hostilities, Seseions enWe were all glad to welcome onr listed from Coos County, Ν. H., on the
Bethel News this week in "full dress," 12th of August, 1862, for three months, or
and the management receives congratu- luring the war. Next month bo was
mustered into the service at Concord,
lations from all source*.
Memorial Sunday, May 26, will be ob- Ν. H., in the historic Fourteenth New
served by union services at the Congre· Hampshire; and in tbe latter part of
(rational church. Rev. A. D. Colson will October he accompanied the regiment to
deliver the addrees, assisted by the pas- Washington, under command o( Col.
tors of the other churches. The Bethel Robert H. Wilson. The regiment was
chorus will furnish music. Brown Post assigned to Gen. Grover'a Brigade, on
and Woman's Relief Corps will occupy picket duty along the Potomac. Next
reserved seats and the students of tbe April it went into camp at Washington,
academy have been invited to attend in after having seen sharp service at Hargoes

a

body.

UIDDLB INTERVALE.
news

of the death of

Mr. and Mrs. Lou Brooke have
stranger in their home, a boy.

a

Hill is sewing for Mrs.
Chadbourne, the dressmaker.
Miss Ellen

East Sumner.

will regret to learn that Frank
L. Barrett, the widely known apple buyer, is critically ill with doubt· entertained as to bis recovery.
Bethuel Cary is very low and little if
any prospect of recovery.
Capt. L. B. Biabee is also quite feeble.
The light of the big fire at Harrison
was plainly seen from our hill tops.
The buildings of Charles F. Reed were
destroyed oy tire on Wednesday evening.
They were situated some half mile south
of Hartford Centre.
Very little was
saved.
Onr school is progressing finely under
the care of Miss Palmer, of the town of
Hollis.
Henry Bonney is about moving his
barn to a more convenient spot.

Many

First Congregational
church, Rev.
James J. G. Tarr, Ph. D., pastor. Memorial Sunday, May 26, the pastor will
preach on "National Greatness, and its
Price." Daniel A. Bean Poet, G. A. R.,
Hebron.
will attend in a body. The morning
Mrs. Fred Sturtevant is in Portland for service will be followed by a meeting of
the Sunday School. Evening worship at
a few week*.
Mrs. H. A. Cushman is visiting her 7:30, with sermon by tbe pastor, "Weighson, H. M. Cushman, and other relatives ed and Wanting."
The Congregational Circle will hold a
in Massachusetts.
Miss Bertha Packard is quite sick. supper at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Tarr
Miss Packard is with her sister, Mrs. H. on Wednesday evening, May 22d. A
short entertainment will be given after
T. Glover.
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant, who has been the supper.
in Auburn several weeks, is now with
West Buckfleld.
Dlckvale.
her son, Fred Sturtevant.
Mrs. Emma Bonney is at Buckfleld.
Bad colds are still raging.
Considerable work ploughing, etc., ii
James Richards is in Wilton at work
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Farnum of Milton
being done, bat not much planting as
with his team.
visited Mrs. Parnutn'a mother, Mrs. Viola
yet.
Wallace Goodrich is at work for F. E. Child, May 12th.
Grass Is now quite green but the spring
Mr. Cooper has built an ice
is very backward here as well as in other Cooper.
Joseph Putnam baa sold his milk
route to M. G. Morrill & Son.
house and a hen house this spring.
places.
Dr. MacFadyen is having an office fitJoseph Boulos was in the place ThursThey have finished sawing birch at
ted up over Mr. Melcher's store.
day.
Wyman'a mill.
old
the
Will Fogg Is tearing down
J. C. Wyman bas sold his mill and
J. K. Bartlett of Boston Is visiting his
hou*· «ad Is going to pal op a new on·. timber land to Mr. Worthlty of Modoo.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. ▲. Bartlett.

\

left Paris for Elmira, Ν. Y., where he
soon became a contractor, and has built
eeveral nice houses which he rents, and
is now putting up another. Although
almost penniless when he went there, he
has by good calculation and industry become well-to-do and bas a good wife and

Shenandoah Valley, about which place
many of bis thrilling war stories centre.
When the war closed, be received his
honorable discharge at Savannah, Ga.,
and came North by sea. Out of the

The

ecause

ue

1

j

regiment

home.

by

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
MARCH TERM, BEFOBE Ο BAUD JUBT.

were at Norway
last week and exchanged their colt for a
pair of fine looking horses.
John Farrington, Jr., has sold his
farm to True, Walker & Heald.
We hear that Dr. Henry C. Stearns of
Haverhill, Ν. H., formerly of this town,
has been operated on for appendicitis
with favorable results.
Henry W. McAllister has turned the
cream route over to Elmer 0. Andrews.
The assessors are busy in taking a
valuation of the real estate of the town.

North Buckfield.
Mrs. Jennie and Miss Margaret Heald
took a trip to Lewiston Monday by the
way of the Turner electrics.
Florence Warren and two daughters
spent the Sabbath with her mother in
Auburn.
Mrs. Leon Swallow and daughter of
South Paris made a short visit to Sidney
Swallow's the past week.
Mabury Maybew, who is at work at
Auburn, has been visiting bis mother.
Mrs. Amy Bicknell is recovering from
her recent eickness and is able to ride
out.
David Record is having his lumber
sawed for his new house, which he is
going to build here this spring.
Emerson Tucker, who has spent the
winter here, has moved back on bis farm
in Paris.
Four cream carts go tbrongh oar place
every other day at this time and will
continue through the summer.

1 74
3 00
14 0»!
36 46
32 14

Morrill,
al

Duffy
LeClalr,

Cote et als,
La Belle,

ORIUINATINO BEFORE JAMES B. HTEVEN80N
MUNICIPAL
RECORDER RUMFORD FALLS
COUBT.
$ 9 08
State v*. Olondruls
""
12
Monnghan
ORIUINATINO BEFORE CHARLES F. WHITMAN
TRIAL JUSTICE, 80UTH PARIS.
St .te va.

φ 10 41

Intox. Liquors,

ORIGINATING BEFORE ALBERT BENNETT
TBIAL JUSTICE, OILBAD.
State

vs.

$

Nelson

llutchlns,

2 40
2 40

OBIOINATINO BEFOBE JOHN L. HOWAtD,
TBIAL JUSTICE, MEXICO.
$ 3 94
State vs. Intox. Liquors

ORIGINATING BKKOKK NOBWAT MUNICIPAL
COUBT, WILLIAM F. JONE8, JUDO·.
I 47 41
vs. Bobbins

State

ORIUINATINO BEFORE A. F. MORRISON,
TRIAL JUSTICE, RUMFORD FALLS.
φ 18
State vs. Alesandro,

Id

King and Russell,

I Russell
Cote et als
Joe Mitchell,
Joe Mitchell,
Wu. McLeod
Joe Mitchell,

King

900

10 31

at

Wonderful Bargain*.

most fertile
I have 4000 Farms for sale In the
New Hampand profitable sections of Maine,
Rhode
Island,
shire, Vctniont, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, New York. New Jersey, Pennsylfarms
represent the
vanla, and Delaware. My
on the market, because I have
biggest values
states by
In
ten
business
built up a tremendous
trading exclusively In money-making properties,
No matter
failures.
mile
h
t>
sfford
and cannot
kind of a farm
where you wish to locate or what
hundreds of dollars on
von want, 1 can nave you
that
reason
my repuyour Investment, for the
Immediate sales
tation for honest dealing and
farmers and Inhas earned inc the conldence of
and breadth
vestors everywhere. The volume
Hod ready
of mv business enables me to
to sell
purchasers, and the farmer who wishes for a
Invariably prefer* to accept a lower price
a
for
higher
quli-k sale than to wait lnueilnltely
My
into your
pi Ice. This saving goes
The
seller
my
pays
service costs you nothing.
hundreds
commission. My LI t No. 18 describes
to
looo
acres—$oou
to
detail—1
in
of choice farms
tools Included. It
920,000— many with stock and
of
book
most
the
complete
is unquestionably
contains
ginulne farm bargilns ever Issued; Instrucanil tiavelltng
hundreds of
Write to-day for free
tions to reach properties.

quickly

pocket.

photographs

copy.
F. A. ST ROUT CO. President's
Water Street, Augusta, Maine.

Dept., 33ft
21

One Minute Cough Cure
For Cough» Cold· and Croup.

NOTICE.

A.

FROM MAIN

SBCRTIiEFF

A

CO.

Time to think of

for your

supplies.

TAKING.
You will find

a

complete

25th, MONDAY

Prints will be 7c. until there is

drop

a

market.
At the same lime

slli?g
3-day

for 7, 9 and

in many

This is not

pi
a

jn

shall oflêr a small line of Percale that has bWn
uniform price of 7c. Percale is selli™
for 15c. and must soon bring this price everywhere

we

!2 cents for the

ces

Remember dates of special sale.

fairy story.

Sincerely yours,

S. B. à 1. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY. MAINE.

No trouble to show you
All are inour Hats.

vited to

our

STORE8.

Looking for Assortment?

Are You
enough

line of

Eastman Kodak Co.'s

HOWE,

South Paris, Maine.

BLUE

If you

store.

A.

E.

MRS.

are we

feel

positive you

Furnishings

in

will find

at our stores to

a

large variety

please

you.

Spring 1 Summer Furnishings Complete,
Summer l'illlrrwfar in balbriggan weaves is the most
satisfactory. We have these colors, Ecru, Black, (iray
Union Suite in
them try

Medium
is

just

Hathaway

two

roc.

per garment.

gades, $1, $1.50.

If you

never

this year.

one

Underwear,
the garment to

few weeks in

spring

and fall.

,...$1 and 51.5c
50c., $i
$1 50. $3, $1.50

and other makes, also Coat Shirts,
or collar,.

Congress and other makes, band
Lightweight Flannel Shirts,

wore

weight

A medium

50c., 75c., $1.

wear a

Negligee Shirts
..·

Neckwear, Gloves, Hats, Belts.

EVERYTHING YOU WOULD EXPECT TO FIND IN
STOKE WE HAVE.

CLOTHING

A

F. H. NOYES CO.

Norway

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

'1

The Bass Shoe
which

have

we

just placed

in

our

stock is a great addition to our line
and is one of the most serviceable
shoes made. Good leather and good
workmanship are the two causes that
have produced this wonderful shoe.
WATERPROOF,

THE TAN

Me.
W. II. MEIRHIIiL·, Norway,

F.

our

MAY

line of Prints for 5c.

large

Fancy Hosiery,

Farms

Money-Making

attractive and conWhich has been fitted up and enlarged «o as to be more
ana M r
venient for customers, and which enables me to do Better Work,
see samples ol tne
Promptly than heretofore. Call and look the rooms over andI do Developing
and
Latest Styles in Photos.
Along with my regular work,
Use of Dark Koom
Free
be.
it
should
it
as
and
do
for
amateurs,
Finishing
those who wish to do their own work.

us

After this lot is sold all
îe

""

16
18 27
lo«6
10 24J

an

UKORQE M. ATWOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford County.

21-23

a

and Blue, at 25c., 45c.,

ORIGINATING BEFORE RUMFORD FALLS MUNI
CIPAL COURT, O. WILLARD JOHNSON, JUDOR
$ 9 82
State vs Eva LaBelle,
10 40
Eva LaBelle
9 78
F va La Belle
12 31
Poirier ami M etevler
32
12
Stanley Jonltus,
9 50
Cha*. Laphaui
10
13
Fred Russell

A FEW STEPS

Come to

shall oiler

ORIGINATING BEFORE MKRRITT PARSONS,
TRIAL JUSTICE, BUCEFIBLD.
$ 16 03
State vs. Llttlefleld,
30 84
Lemleux,
3 00
Farrlngton

NEW STUDIO ON PEERING STREET

PICTURE

27th,

we

8UPRVME JUDICIAL COUBT,
MARCH TKRM, BEFORE TRAVERSE JURY
$183 20
State vs. Bobbins et al
1 40
Tucker
62
I^mleux,
4 «0
Smith
10 92
Mitch ill,
1 90
McLeod
1 00
Lapham
00
1
LaBelle,
100
Klog and Russell,
HO
β
Wlskoat,
1 74
Hobbs
18 60
Alesandro
31 16
Slddall
3 12
LeClalr,
1 62
Baasett
10 70
Cote et als
10»
Ferland
34 89
Duffy
56 29
Pc ters and Morrill
6164
Puradla
40
43
Mctevler

I AM NOW IN MY

BHUBTLEFF * CO.

FRIDAY, MAY 24th, SATURDAY,

1 AY

1«β
13 £2
5 10
12 89
8 14
4 «2
β 34
14 48

L*!tourneau

REMOVAL

▲.

PRINTS AND PERCALES.

518

............Λ

King »nd Hussell,

Company.

F.

Special 5ale.

CALK,

HAL-

MORAL, BELLOWS TONGUE, 10 INCH
HIGH, i-2 DOUBLE SOLE, HAND NAILED.

This is

a

shoe made to stand water,

h

strong and eervicable.

Price $4.50.

THE RUSSETT GRAIN BLUCHER.

JUST

THE BOOT FOR HEAVY, HARD USAGE.

Price $3.00.
We have other styles but mention
only these two styles. Try a pair
and you will wear no other make.
J. F. PLUMMER, fSSSb,.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

CAMERAS, FILMS, PAPERS, PLATES, POST CARDS,
and
DEVELOPING MATERIALS, LANTERNS, TRIPODS,

Telephone 106-3.

and PICTURE

needed for PICTURE TAKING

MAKING.
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

3Store*j!£?,S!MaiJie.

F. A. BHUBTLEFF * CO.

Eore

F.

A.

SHFBTTiEFF * CO.

WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND PUMPS.

North Paris.

Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. A. T. Hollis.
Marcellus Littiehale is stopping at his

brother's.

Mrs. Nora Briggs and little daughter
who have been visiting her
brother'·, A. D. Littlehale's family, have
gone to Baxton.
Carl Dunham has moved to West
Sumner.
James Ripley Is having a serious time
with a sore on bis hand.
Ben Lowe and family visited at his
father's over Sunday.

the

Mildred,

season.
All
splendid line to show you this
We know we can suit you.
all kinds of leather.

We have

new

a

styles,
SOROSIS,#·········.···#m$3*5®
EVANGELINE

NEW

CENTURY,

WELLESLEY,
Other Lines for

$4*®®
$3.00

$2 50
$a 00

$1.50 and $1.25

kind is a bargain. Remember you cin find what
We carry one of the largest lines of all kinds of
here.
want
you
footwear in the State. Also a gooJ line of Trunks, Bags and

Every

Harry Lane is to move away. William
Whitman has bought the farm.
Geo. Curtis and' his wife's father, Mr.
Harriman, are reported to have bought
Mr. Tyler's farm.
Mr. Parker and wife visited their
daughter, Mrs. A. B. Abbott, last week.
by

$ δ 10

Alesandro,
Laboslre,
1'lngree

Doe,

of

everything

and South Waterford.
Mrs. Simeon Trask is with her brother,
J. W. Atberton, for a few weeks.
G. L. Hilton has bought of Fred Kila field which was formerly owned
y ?. C. Hilton.

0. B. Stevens' family ware visited
friends from Harrison reoently.

vs.

Mitchell
Peters and
Bobbins et
1.1 mieux
nobbs

mustered out.

York.
K. W. Stanley & Son

they have not treated the dls-

ίουκττ or Oxford.
Couirrr Tuiaoia'a orricx.
Sooth Parle, Maine, May 8,1907.
The following llet containing the aggregate
allowed In each criminal case a*
conte
of
amount
the Supreme Judicial
tudlted ami allowed
Tourt and specifying the court or magistrate
hat allowed the same and before whom the caae
irlglnated 1· published In compliance with the
)ruvisions of Section 18 of Chapter 187 of the
Revised Statutes of the State of Maine.
Jtnte

con·

itantly arriving.

of cure ia

they have failed

STATE OF MAINE.

1030 men, only 250 were
For many years he has
been a pensioner of the United States, in
West Bethel.
recognition of his aervicea in preaerving
"Now the bright morning stir. Day'β harbinger,
Come· dancing from the Bant, ana leans whd the Union.
After the war, Seseions moved to East
bor
The flowery May, who from her green lap throws Milton, Me., where his wife died, and
the
and
The yellow cowallp
pale primrose."
Luella
married
where he afterward
Coffin. Some years ago he came to Mil"
Tie sweet In the green spring,
ton Plantation, and recently to Bryant's
To gaze upon the wakening fields around;
Pond, where he purchased a commodious
Bird· In the thicket sing.
Winds whisper, waters prattle from the ground ; house, hoping to enjoy a peaceful old
A thousand odors rise,
age. Fate, however, willed otherwise,
Breathed up from blospoms of a thousand dyes."
and on the 14th of May he was laid to
rest in the cemetery at East Milton. The
"Little grass quite fresh and green
funeral aervices were performed in tbe
In the vernal month* Is seen;
Later coims the little frog
Baptist church at Bryant's Pond, with
Sitting on an ancient log:
military music and the escort of A. M.
When he sings his cheerful song
Whitman Post, No. 67, G. A. R., of
Look for showers to coine along."
which at one time he was a member.
Clarence Tyler is recovering from bis Rev. J. L. Pinkerton, of Rumford Cenrecent severe illness.
tre, preached the funeral sermon.
Myles O'Reilly is again working in
Mr. Sessions is survived by a widow
the railway station.
and 8 children. For tbe past few years
Farmers are plowing and some have bis
sufferings have been such, that, in
planted early peas and potatoes.
spite of his unflinching bravery, rest
vilwill
the
soon
Inman
open
Harry
comes to him as a welcome relief.
lage hotel as a boarding house.
"Sweet after toll 1· sleep; then wherefore sorrow
A. M. Stabl of Berlin, Ν. H., has com- For him who e'eepe, ami will not wake tomorrow?"
pleted the repairs on bis bnildings here.
School was in session only two days
Maine News Notes.
last week owing to illness of the teacher.
Mrs. Addie Lapham of Bethel Hill
visited her sister, Mrs. Hattie Grover,
The ice went out of Moosehead Lake
last week.
on the 13th.
and
in
Potatoes are advancing
price
The ice went out of most of tbe Rangeeggs bave declined to 16 cents per dozen.
Lakes on Friday. Needlees to say,
Harlan P. Dennison has added farm- ley
began at once.
Ashing
of
business.
branchée
his
other
to
ing
G. B. Mills and bis son-in-law, George
John Roach, brakeman on a Grand
M. Rolfe, have Erected a steam saw mill Trunk freight train, was fatally injured
on the farm of Mr. Mills, and will soon
Friday near Mechanic Falls by slipping
have it in operation.
between tbe cars. lie was found unWallace W. Goodridge of Gorbam, N. conscious on tbe track by section bands,
H., bas bought D. D. Fletcher's bouse and died soon after.
in this village, and it is reported will
Isaiah Booth of Fryeburg, 34 years of
soon open a grocery and meat store unage and unmarried, committed suicide
der Bell's Hall.
at the home of bis brother in Westbrook
Rev. John Kelley and family must
night by taking carbolic acid.
soon vacate the few rooms they have Friday
Nervousness and insomnia are assigned
nine
hotel
for
in
the
months,
occupied
as the causes of the act.
and will store a part of hie household
until
Hall
under
Bowdoin College debaters won over
Grange
August,
goods
when they expect to move out of town. Cornell at an intercollegiate debate at
Brunswick Tuesday evening. This is
Lovell.
tbe lifth consecutive debato won by
inC. H. Barker and wife have movod
Bowdoin. The Bowdoin debaters were
to the rent of W. C. Bassett at the vil- J. F. Redman of Dorchester, Mass., J.
has
and
John
gone P. Kimball of Bath and R. H. Hupper
Farrington, Jr.,
lage,
on a visit to Mexico with his brother, of Martinsville.
Abel Farrington.
At the special election on tho water
There was a large attendance at. Sundistrict question last weok, Portland and
cook Grange Friday night and work in
South Portland voted in favor of formfourth degrees. The
the third and
ing a district and Wostbrook voted
Grange is in a flourishing condition.
it. The vote was very light in
A party of nine from Haverhill, Mass., against
all three cities. As the result of the
arrived at Brown's camp Friday evening.
vote Portland and South Portland will
There bave been many there this spring,
constitute a water district and take over
coming from Portland, Boston and New the
property of the Portland Water

happy

reason

with the local remedy, Hy-o-mei,
rhich ia breathed through a neat pocket
heal lag medicated air
kill·
ι saches the most remote air-cells,
ι 11 catarrh germa and reatorea the mucous
ι nembrane of the nose, throat and lungs
I ο a healthy condition.
Catarrh is really a local disease and to
< ;ure it, it must be treated by a remedy
rbich reaches every spot in the noae and
I broat where the disease germs lodge,
1 ly-o-mei does this and gives relief from
1 be first day's use.
A complete Qy-o-mei outfit costs but
I II and F. A. Shurtleff & Co. give a
refund
j guarantee with every package to
ι be money unleaa it cures.

At Winchester,
than 200 men.
Sessions was wonnded, and shortly after
the battle he was stricken with diphtheria, the effects of which he endured until
his death, ruining his eyesight and shattering his once rugged health. In spite
of the disease, Sessions left the military
hospital in 1863 and rejoined his regiment in time to march through the

reached his relatives here recently. He
was a man of marked
ability and
promise. He leaves a wife and two
young children. He lived near Elmira,
Ν. Y., where hie father, S. β. Packard,
resides. Some years ago S. G. Packard

d.

j abater ao that ita

more

extensively. Hie youngest son Karl is
seriously ill.
Swasey
Mr. Henry W. Merrill and Milan A.
East Waterford.
Cumminge attended the Grand Lodge,
Brownfleld.
Knights of Pythias, at Portland. Hiram
and Lewis Keen spent WednesMyron
B. A. Peabody and daughters, who Lodge now numbers over one hundred
day night at S. S. Hall's.
have resided in this villagejfnr a number members.
Bernard Richardson has bought a
R.
Wadsworth
and wife house and blacksmith
Mr. Edwin
of years, have left town and in the future
shop at West Paris
their
are
will make their home in Gardner, Mass.
visiting
daughter.
and will move immediately.
and
on
snowdrift
here
there
the
A
Dr. Fitch is having a fireplace put into
Fred Littlefleld has hired George
15th reminded ur of our attachment to
one of his rooms.
Gray's place for a year. Mr. Gray is to
Mr. Eugene Poor is doing quite a good winter.
work for S. H. Young in the meat busiMr. Minot S. Brazier has returned ness. Mr. Littlefleld takes
business in this village papering and
bis place
Ν.
from
H.
rooms.
Dover,
whitewashing
driving the stage between Rice's Junction

many others whose front names 1 do not
and Bisat this minute recall.
bee are getting aged and gray haired.

(

for year·

see

New Goats and Suits

>urs.

naturally think they
{ annot be cured, and become discourag-

per's Ferry.
From Washington, his service led him
to New Orleans, Camp Parapet and
Morganza Bend, then back to Washington again, and later into action at BerryWinchester Heights, Fisher's Hill
ville,
Harold and Cedar
Creek, the regiment losing
of
son

Packard, son^of S. 6. Packard,
tbe late Stephen and Louisa Packard,

OIVBS

Many people

c atarrh

The concert for May 25th promises to
be the event of the season. Prof·- W. K.
Chapman will direct.

The sad

$9.98 to $30.00, call and

BBBATHIKO HT-OQl'JCK BELIEF.
who bave suffered wiih

1 IILL THE OKBHS BT
MBI.

costing from

F IN need of a Suit

CATARRH CAN BE CURED.

East Brown field.

!

Bethel.

tank of
Rev. ▲. D. Colson, who baa been pas- ! J. E. Clement bat had a water
I
Inatalled.
tor of the Unlversalist cbnrob the past ] 3,000 gallons capacity
lira. Β. X. Round· baa been very til.
three year*, read hi· resignation last
Misa I. H. Stiokney ia improving.
Sunday morning to take effect the first
F. R. Bradbury baa gone to Rnmford
at June.
The Ladies1 Club held a bargain sale 1 rails to serve on a jury.
K. A. G. Stickney, county preaiWednesday afternoon, which was well < Mrs.
lent of tbe W. C. T. U., attend· county
attended.
Mr. Eli Stearns has begun on the < convention at Norway tbla week.
Mrs. G. G. Manafleld ia eomewbat bet·
of bis new barn.

over some of
good dinner and an interest- town Wednesday looking
desirable horses. L. W.
ing address by the state leoturer, Mr. W. Buckfield's
his fine family
H. Thompson of China. There was also Farrar sold to Mr. Jordan
Dean mare. T. S. Bridgham
a programme of readings and music and horse, Baby
four years old colt,
a discussion of the snbjeot, "What is an sold his fine bay
Thompson bred.
ideal grange?"
The fine orohard of Ν. E. Morrill, conThe first three evenings of last week
foundation
the Roatell Stock Co., a dramatic troupe tiguous to the railroad, suffered severely
Tuesday evening the Gould Academy
of eight people, were at Dunham's Hall from a grass fire set by a passing engine
About seventy-five valuable itudents held a very pleasant sociable.
and presented some good plays which Tuesday.
Mr. Ernest Walker bas a new Reo
were well dramatized and largely pat- trees were spoiled.
C. Withington A Sons Co. are building lutomobile. There are several new
ronized.
and much enthu-

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Tbere *u a

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, MAY 21,1907.

ATWOOD

Bnckfleld.
WMt Part».
George Bonnallie of Lewiaton and
Weat Paris G range held an all daj sesIn
sion on Saturday, May 11, at tbelr hall. Prince Jordan of Meohanlo Falls were

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Suit Cases.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe
I

Company,

Opera House Blook, Norway, Maine.
Mi

Greatest

Rug Stock

EVER SHOWN IN

OXFORD
On

COUNTY

Wednesday morning
at 9 o'clock

ia8 Rugs and Art Squares, in
Brussels, and Wiltons, Kashmir and Orientals.
We shall offer for sale

Prices from $1.00 to

Tapestries»

$125.00.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
es MAHSSIT

■ΟΠΤΒ

PAR1H,

MQUARH.

XCAIW®·

Ilie #3rtmrd

Ucmocral

George W. Frothlngham «η op fro: η
on Sunday.
Mr·. J. F. Stanley of East Aubui
■pent Sunday with her ·laughter, Mr·. (

SOUTH_PARIS.

W. Bowker.

•orTH tari» rorr >>r»(c·.
7 JO A. M. to 7 30 p. ·.

The Sunday School teacher·' meet in
ia at the Congregational
church, Norwa;
Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock.

U IBce Uuur» :

ΟΒΑΧΙ» TBCHK RAILWAY.

Commencing Sept. », 1906,

trais· utAve sooth paju·
l.uliU !uwn east) —5 « A. H., daily; 9:44 Α.* ·.
daily.
tally ex· «μι Sun· lay ; «dir.
10Λ7 A. M., dally; 3 "Ai P. m
t..ι!nit up
p. M., dally.
8:47
Sunday;
except
<!ally
CHÛKCHKS.

f.nt Conirrejtational Church, Rev. A. K. Bal. I
Preaching service, 10.46 a. m ,·
win. Pastor.
lav School 12 M.; Vesper» 4 30 p. κ. ; Y. I
Μ·
*
*»>
P.
; Church prayer meeting W« μ
Κ.
S. (.
evening at 7:30 o'clock. All, not othei
α>
»s. connected, are cordially Invited.
1st Church, Rev 11. \. Clifford. Partoi
>!
ι^culay, morning prayer meeting 10:00 α. m
-ervlcc 10 45 a. M.; Sabbath Scho<
;.re.i .i!tijc
M
Kjiworth League Meeting 6 00 p. κ :
: .· .rayer meeting 7 Λ0 p. m.; prayer meei
ν
class meeting, Frlda
In* « e lncs lay evening;

Rev. Misa Macduff of West Paris wi
occupy the Uoiversalist pulpit next Sui
day in exchange with the pastor.

Remember the Passion Play Tuesda
eveniug at the Baptist church. Ever

ought

to see it.
Children 10.
one

Adults '20 cent

The fence in front of the Alva Shun
leff house has been removed, and th
general opinion is that the change is a

improvement.
j John Caverly

will sell his household

goods at auction Thursday afternoon a
1 o'clock. Stoves, chamber sets, car
pets, etc. Sale begins promptly at

evening.

o'clock.

welcome.

General Chamberlain being an honor
ary member of the Ladies of the G. A
R., it is hoped that every member ο
William K. Kimball Circle will do th*
grand old man the honor of being près
eut and listening to his address
Sunday

Baι tl.«t Church, Rev. J. Wallace Chesbrc
Ρ.ι-t'T U« Sunday, preaching service 10:45 »
».i! !.*t!i School 1 i m.; Y. P. S. C. Κ β·ΐ5
»
er meeting 7:00 p. m.; Wednesday even
«
Seats free.
All an !
iver msrvlce 7:30.
In.·
I'

it < nurch. Rev. J. H. Little, l'as toi
-ervlce every Sunday at 10:45 a. m
». hool
at 1-' M. Junior I'nlon at 3 3
Y. P. C. U. at 7 P. X.

..

s

r m
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STAT Κ D

M .—Pari·»

Ο. K.—Mount Mica '.odge, regular meet
iuraiUy evenin* of eacn week.—Auron
ΐ!ΐ ·ΐ'.. t:ret and third
Monday evening
of ·■. fi mo*»th.
R.—Mount Pleasan Rebekah Lodge, No
second and fourth Krldayx o? eaol
*n 'V| Fellows' Hall.
W. Κ. Kimball Post. No. 14S, meet.
ν Κ
1 third Saturday evenings of eacl
λ
tfc. In G. A. R. Hal!.
a
«
K. Kimball Circle. Ladiee of the G. A
"••••et- ilrst nd third Saturday evenings o!
Tonth. !n l>raml Arm Î Hall.
f !L—Paris Grange, irom May 1 to Oct. 1,
iir»t and third Saturday; during the
In
f the year, meet· every
nn.'C Hall.
G C—Second and fourth Hondaya ol
·>.

I

'.

May 20.

MKKTIMQS.

I.odge, No. 94. Rem la
Tuesday evening on or before full moon

* A

Κ

>

\

Thayer.

Eighty or more Knights of Pythias,
including a large number from Norway,
and a good number of the Pythian Sisters attended the services of Pythian
Sunday. At 2 o'clock the graves of de-

Satunlly.

«

ν

The Y. P. C. U. of the Norway Uni
versalist church has accepted an invita
tion to join the Union of the South Parii
church in its devotional meeting nex
Sunday evening. The topic, appropriate
to Memorial Sunday, is,
''Responsibility
of our inheritance." Leader, Harold T.

ceased Knights in

Riverside Cemetery
were
decorated, with singing by the
male quartette aud prayer by Kev. J. U.
Little. The sermon was given at the
Congregational church at 2:o0, by Rev.
E. A. Kumball of Waterford, from the
Faith is the substance of things
text,
hoped for, the evideuce of things not
seen." The cential thought of the sermon was that our assurance of the existence of God and immortality, and all
things that men hold most dear, must
rest absolutely upon faith, that it is
utterly impossible to demonstrate them
by scientific, logical proof. It was entirely different from the sermons usually
given to fraternal orders, having only incidental reference to the fraternity. Mr.
Kumball is a man of keen intellectuality,
of what is sometimes called the advanced school of thought, decidedly original,
it might almost be said unique, in his
xtvle, and his sermon has caused much
comment.
Some good people have felt
almost as if he had brushed the foundations of their faith out from under them,
but the general sentiment is of pleasure
and admiration for the discourse.

month.

P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
n ! and fourth Wednesday evening*
λ a mouth.
1'.—Hamlin Lodare. No, 31, meets every
ay evening at Pythian Hall.

Mrs. I>r. .Stewart spent a few days last
w. k with her people atSabattus.

n.trd Sessions wan at Bryant's Pond
Tuesday to attend the funeral of hie
la: her, Sumner Sessions.
11

Arthur Stowell of Locke's Mills, a
·. mer pupil of the high school, has been
in t<ιwd a few days calling on old frieuds.

Mrs. A. C. Wheeler spent a few days
with her people in Auburn last week,
while Mr. Wheeler attended court at

Kumt'urd.

Kev U. A. Clifford was in town a few
«lav·* last week visiting schools and attend ;ug to other work of the superintended of schools.
Πιο Delta Alphas will give a silhouette
at the
I i,:v this Monday evening
st church. Admission live cents
M
1 .· cream and cake and home-made
candy for sale.

Paris School Notes.

following letter will interest
teachers, pupils aud citizens who favor
The

viay nitfht of this week the Re-

Hon.

The regular meeting of Norway Boar J
of Trade was held at Engine House Hal

tebm, 1907.

Henry C. Peabody,

H. A. curroBi),
Suut. of Schools,
Pjrl-t, Maine.
Dtttr Sir:
e wlch to hav»· the larjte town* rei>re»e'.te«l
In exbltiltloo work at the meeting of the M&lue
Teachers' Associât on next October.
This work m ly be In arithmetic, language,

I

Tuesday ovenlng.
George E. Walker was at Rumfor
Charles F. Whitman,
Clerk
this week as juror from Norway.
J A. Harden,
Stenographer Palls
E. F. Smith is building a piazza on tb
Charles P. Barnee,
County
Hiram R. Hubbard,
3b"'» south of his Bridge Street plaoe. Hoi
ace K. Mixer is in charge of the work.
W. A. Barrow·,
«wsenger
The Upton place on Cottage Street I
Librarian
Walter L. Gray,
improved by a good coat ο
Promptly on time the May term oi greatly
paint. William B. Walker did the work
Supreme Judiolal Court opened at Rum
Ex-Postmaster Moses P. Stiles is tt
ford Falls last Tueeday-the flat tera
open an office on Main Street in the nea
Justice

on

Presiding

of court held in that town. Odd Pel
lows' Hall, which had been secured aι
the place to hold the court, was well
adapted to the purpose and admirablj

future.

He will do an insurance
real estate business.
Special meeting of Oxford Lodge, No
18, F. and A. M., was held at Masonu
fitted up.
Hall on Tuesday evening of this week
Crier H. E. Hammond opened the
F. C. degree was worked.
court with the usuakproclamations, and
Past Grand Chanoellor Merton L
if he did once or twice find it difficult tc
Kimball attended the Knights of Pythiai
more
say "now held at Rumford,"
Grand Lodge at Portland this week.
than forty years of experience with Parie
Parties from Bridgton are to open ι
ill account for it.
fruit store in Noyes Block in the stori
was
offered
Rev.
G.
B.
HauPrayer
by
vacated by W. L. Merrill.
naford. The two juries were organized. recently
Henrv B. Foster went to Harrisot
Fred O. Eaton being chosen foreman of
after the flre this week to inspect hii
the first, and Hon. Randall L. Taylor of
stock of goods. His Harrison store wai
Mexico foreman of the second. Several
burned out. The stock was insured
jurors had been excused and it was Loss
light as much of the stock was re
necessary to fill the panels with talesmoved before the fire.
men from the audience, Mr. Taylor being
is making imA. J. S team», Esq
th
provements in and about bis resident
A
trial list of about
Blinde will greatlj
on Orchard Street.
was made up, and it looked at first like
improve the appearance of the place.
a very long term though the assignments
in
Boston this week
V W. Hills was
were made to cover only the second
where lie attended a meeting of optiweek
Some of the important matters
cians. The banquet served after the
assigned for early trial, however, were business
meeting was attended by a
disposed of out of court, including sever- large number.
al tlowage cases brought by parties on
Moses P. Stiles is candidate for First
the Magalloway River against the \ mon
Lieutenant of Co. D, 1st. Regt., N. G.
Water Power Co.
S. M., and Sergt. L. H. Daughraty for
The case of Persian V. Everett against
the position of Second Lieutenant. The
the Trustees of Hebron Academy, for
election will take place on Monday evenalleged burning of his buildings through
at 7:30 o'clook.
defective electrical apparatus, which had ing. May 20th,
Win McKay takes the place of Curtis
been assigned for the first day of the
on C.
E. Hussell's ice cart this season.
term, was settled before the term opeu- Mr PurtiH bas a position in Portland.
Haekell b.. .old bl· VIM
J
this term is not for the
Bethel business and has moved hie
transaction of general criminal business,
to this village. Mr. Haskell has
certain criminal matters were in order family
talked of going west.
and were disposed of early in
Sunday evening the members of the
Fred Russell of Rumford, indicted for
League observed the 18th annuisance at the preceding term, pleaded Epworth
niversary of the society's organization.
guilty and paid a fine of $200 and cos s It is
reported that the membership is
of $15. On an appealed case for int<»xi- ;
now nearly two millions, all young peocation he paid a fine and costs
The Norway Chapter has a memple
of a little less than one hundred.
bership
!
John
Wiskont
and
against
Postmaster Ak«rs is handiug out new
his bondsmen for defaulted bail were setstamps." The Jamestown Exposition
tled by the payment of $200 and costs.
There seems to be a difference
Fred E. Tucker of Rumford and his stamps.
of opinion as to the beauty of the new
bondsmen were defaulted in a liquor

îoïg

Andrew

edÀltbough

1®ΓΠ,_

amount-1

Two^actions

18

The exhibit of currency in Cole's winA nol pros was entered in some minor
dow attracts much attention. The scrip
criminal matters.
! oOc 2T»c., 10c. and 3c. are recognized by
The reception to Judge and Mrs.1 ea^ the
.god ροημί. .. old Irkodr
body, while not a part of the court pro- The §1 Kossuth bill or the Hungarian
of
hrst
in
honor
the
was
really
ceedings,
Fund bill is the most talked about. It
It was
term of court at Rumiord Falls
was issued by Louis Kossuth when he
civen by the Rumford Board of Trade
visited this country in the interest of
Tnesdav evening at Cheney Opera the
Hungarian republic by which it was
House which was tastefully decorated ;
made redeemable.
the occasion. While finely carried
| The Young Men's Congress meeting
out in all its appointments, it was a deFriday evening owing to a "no quorum
lightfully informal and enjoyable affair } attendauce was obliged to adjourn within the receiving line were Judge and
out doing business.
M
Period*. Mr. and Mrs. Nahiitn, The
Saturday game between N. H. »·
Moore, Arthur Gauthier. Miss Gauthier, team and
Bridgton High School team at
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Melcher, Judge and
Bridgton resulted in a score of 9 to d in
Mrs A E. Stearns, Hon. and Mrs. John
favor of the B. H. S. boys. The Norway
l>
was served conSwasev. Punch
a good ball game but were
furnished boys played
orchestra
An
tinuously
not In practice Saturday.
rte Utter par. o! th.
G P.
M. L. Kimball, County
was devoted to dancing.
Many hand Karnes A.
J. Stearns, Clerk C. F. Whitsome costumes were woru by the ladies.
attended
man and Juror G. C. Walker
sourt at Uumford Falls the first of the
WILLS VS. TARDIFF.

"rnlddle

J

fat

..

4;

2.

NOBWAY

ior„,

boring villages.
Although they have had very llttl·
practice together they played a fine gam<
Saturday afternoon at the fair grounds
and won from Norway by a great battlnj
rally in the ninth inning. There was ι

an<

forty^asee

SOUTH PABI8

very small crowd present to witness th<
contest, due no doubt to the fact thai
the game was not advertised to any
ex^
tent It Is safe to predict that the next
time the two teams meet the crowd wii
be on hand to see the fun.
Parlin was in the box for Paris anc
pitched a fine game. He depended upon
the team behind him much more than b<
usually does, and allowed about everj
batter to bat the ball. They found It a
hard job to hit him safe, however, and
there was not an Inning In the
when they got more than one hit. Botn

of Norway's runs were scored on errore
and but for these Parlin would have

easily

shut

Norway out.

Jordan pitched for Norway and with
good support succeeded In holding Paris
well until the ninth inning. In this inning they batted him hard and won the
It was a clean, fast exhibition
game.
throughout, and it is doubtful if there
the
will be many better games on

grounds

this season.

The score:

SOUTH PAKIS.
r. Shaw,
Font, 3-b, 2-b
Newe'l. r.f
Lowell. S b
ParUn. ρ
Monk. Lf

A.B.
5
«

J8

S
4
v
f..-—4
4
r.f
♦
■*

Spring, 2-b,
Eilwanle, c'f.,
Johnson. 1-b
Hcbbard. c
c

Totale

36

Β.
1

S

a.

K.

ο
"

0
2

0
"

1
η

S
0

1

B.H. P.O.
2

S"
SS
I

J
?
ï
î1
ο

50

0

J

S
?

1

1
M

10

«

^ ^
4

J

A CirUla Cm Iter ichUg Fn«.
Shake Into your shoe· Allen'· foot-Be*,
It cone Tired, Aching, Callous, Sweat
lug, Swollen feet. At all Druggists and hbm
Store*, »e. Sample Fbki. Address, Allen 3
Olmated, Le Boy, «. T.

powder.

During the put week a ball team wa
organized In thie village composed ο
local players, who are playing
enjoyment they cmn get, and will, m
doubt continue to play Saturday aftei
noons and holidays throughout the sum
There will be no hired men on tin
mer.
team. The team would be glad to ar
range with similar teams In the neigh

Attorney

J

good schools:

to West Paris by team to visit
ii;·' there. It is hoped a good
ί r will go as accommodations will
.rtiishetl satisfactory to all.
is

mat

Bue Ball.

NOBWÀÎ.

Supreme Judicial Court.

Portland

S
η
0
ο

_

13

0
0
n
0
l

1

3

I

Paris, Maine, May 20,1907.

Plke.
Ubhy. I.f
Gammon, 1-b
Allen, of
Jordan, p...·.·
LaFranca. 2-b
liouller.S-b
Λ

nilernon. r.f.

Pcrklne.

c

Totale,
South Pari·

Norway,

33

Β. Β.Π. P.O.
0
3
0
2
4
1
1
11
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
«

2

C

4

ο

2
1

1
1

0
u

27

13

ί

_0 J» _* J J|
3

Score by Innlnge.
1234507»

9—Total.

V î0 0S 20 S0

S

1
0 1

η
0

ni
1 0-

Earned »une. South Parle 3
Two-baee htts.
Shaw Snrlne. Flret baee on balle, off Jorlan 1.
Left on
8truck out. by Jordan 5; by Parlin β.
b^eo. South Paris 7; Norway fi
playe.
Shaw to Konl to Johneon; Pike to ΙλFrance.
'·
Plret baee on error·, South Parie 1 ;
Hit by pitched ball, by ParUn. Gammon, Perklne.
Umpire. Foee. Scorer, Thayer.

Doub^

NoJ,waJ.

fit up for

to

Linens

Muslin Underwear

Wash Fabrics for Waist
and Dresses
Regular

MKLVIN DOUGLASS, late of Porter, decea.ed ; flrat and flnal account presented for allowance by Josephine Douglaw, administratrix.
FBANK P. GOODWIN, late of Hiram, deceased; flrst and flnal account presented for allowance by Eliza M. Goodwin, administratrix.

There » a great saving in this departThe good· are fresh and pretty,

ment.

customers

Hosiery

ADDISON E. HEBBICK, Judge of said Court
A true oopy—attest :
AT.BEBT D. PARK. Renter.

and Suits

Many Other White Ooods,

This

advantage.

to

summer

Waists, Wash Skirts,

Receiver's Sale.

«

women

White

E.

»

?13!!

0

A.

for all

know of the im- SKIRTS of good cotton, deep flounce,
NOTICE·
There ia
with insertion, flne tucks, lace and
mense stock we bave shown.
Tbe subscriber hereby gives notice that he
hamburg trimmed.
no exception to the rule, unless it be
has deen duly appointed administrator if the
50c., 98c., «1.25, «1.49, $1.98, #2.5C
estate of
that the assortment is larger than ever.
DAVID A. COLCOID, late of Brownfleld,
CORSET COVERS, line cotton decji
In tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AH persons having INDIA LINEN, 30 inches wide.
bonds as the law directs.
lace trimmed, beading with ribbon,
12 l-2c., 15c., 18c., 20c.
dem tnds against tbe estate of said deceased are
25c.,*50c., 75c., 98c., 11.26, «1.49
desired to present tbe same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- PERSIAN LAWNS, 32 inches wide,
of good cotton, rutile with
DRAWERS
ment Immediately.
20c., 25c., 37 l-2c., 50o.
FBANCIS Α. ΓΟΧ.
hemstitched tucks, lace insertion, trimMay 14th, 1907.
med with lace and hamburg,
MERCERIZED LAWNS, 30 inches wide,
PROBATE NOTICES.
25c., 50c., 98c
25c. and 50c.
To all persons Interested In either of tbe estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Bnmford, In PURE LINENS, 36 inches wide,
and tor tbe County of Oxford, on the four37 l-2c„ 50c., 09c., 75c.
teenth day of Hay, In the year of our Lord one
75c.
54 inches wide,Tbe followthousand nine hundred and seven.
Not the easiest thing to find in desiring matter navlng been presented for the action
15c. able textures and styles. We are per36
inches
Is
It
LINEN
wide,
FINISH,
hereby
thereupon hereinafter Indicated,
Okuekkd :
and
That notice thereof be given to all persons In- INDIAN HEAD, 33 inches wide, 12 l-2c. fectly stacked with the best plain
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
15c. lace goods for ladies, misses and chil36 inches wide,
published throe weeks successively in the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
dren.
Ρ iris, In said County, tnat they may appear at a G A LATE A A ND DUCK, 29 inches wide,
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
15c. LADIES'
HOSE, lace, 50c., 25c., merthird Tuesday of June, A. D. 1907, at 9 of tbe
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
cerized, 37 l-2c., plain, 25c., 15c.
that
the
CROSS-BAR
waisting
MUSLIN,
they see cause.
ie su popular, 29 inches, 18c. and 25c. ! MISSES AND CHILDREN'S HOSE,
Λ M08 F. MASON, !af> of Porter, deceased;
lace, 25c., plain, 10c., 15c.·, 25c.
pet tlon for license to sell and convey real estnte FANCY SEERSUCKERS, 27 inches
and flrst account for allowance presented by
25c.
18c.,
administratrix.
d.
15c.,
Mason,
wide,
Vlary
J A MRS M. LIBBY, late ο Hiram, deceased;
DOTTED MUSLINS, 27 Inches wide,
first and final account presented for allowance
12 l-2c., 15c., 18c., 25c.
by Fred 8. Llbby, administrator.

NORWAY.
A.B.
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
-2

One year ago we held a White Sale, which was a benefit to customers ss well as us.
It is the season when you are
year we are better prepared to carry on this sale.
and
purchasing clothing, so it is an opportunity
fitting up the house,

MEETING.

ANNUAL

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Paris Hill Water Company tot
the election of officer·, and transaction
of any other business that may properly
come before said meeting, will be held
at the Hubbard House, Paris, Maine, on
Saturday, June 8. 1907, at 8 o'clock, p. m.
U. H. HEALD, Clerk.

WHITE.

OF

STORE

THE

I

Before the

pared

great rise in prlcee we per·
by purchasing direct

for tbia sale

from the importer. Here you will find
great saving for the Dining-room,
HouseKitchen and Sleeping-room.

: a
1

keeper

take notice and

advantage.

strictly pure linen,
pretty patterns, 50c., 59c., 75c., 87 1-2
cts., $1, $1.25, $1.50.

TABLE DAMASK of

NAPKINS of pure linen in large and
small sizes, pretty patterns, 91, $1.25,

$1.50, $2, $2 50, $3.

TRAY" CLOTHS, all sizes, pretty patterns,
15c., 25c., 37 l-2c., 50c.

BLEACHED CRASHES of pure linen,
with plain and fancy borders,
10c., 12 l-2c., 15c.
UNBLEACHED CRASH, pure linen,
0 1 2c., 8c., 10c., 12 l-2c., 14c.
BED SPREADS, iu full size, ueat pat50c. and 79c.
terns,
BED SPREADS in tho

finer

qualities,

patterns, both plain and fringed,
$1, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $1.98, $2 50,
$3.50.
urat

SHEETS of exculleut nuality unbleacha great satisfaction in fine
72 l-2c.
ed, good size,
is
This
finished
well
clothing.
dotted,
fitting,
«7 l-2c., 75c., 37 l-2c.
Bleached,
50c.
37
l-2c.,
15c., 25c.,
what we are showing in this department.
The goods are direct from the work- PILLOW CASES of good cotton, 3(5x42
12 l-2c., 15c.
for
....
room, we can satisfy.
12

l-2c., 15c., 18c., 25c.

There is

SILK MUSLINS, plain and

White Gloves, Belts and
Neckwear

The Receiver's Sale of tbe property of
Will interest you if you wish to drees
The Linen Manufacturing Co., notice of
postponement of which was published in properly. Our great outlet for these
of
issue
in
the
the Oxford Democrat
goods, which our Specialty Store has
Feb. 5, 1907, and subsequent issues, has
enables us to show a great !
I been, by order of court, postponed to created,
May 29, 1907, at 12 o'clock, noon, and, variety of the goods at prices that will
unless otherwise ordered by the court, I
please.
shall sell, at the mill of said The Linen
Manufacturing Co., at Snow's Falls in GLOVES, lisle 25c., mercerized and net i
lisle 50c., silk 50c.
Paris, in the County of Oxford, on said
twenty-ninth day of May, A. D. 1007, at
ULOVES,
long, lisle 87c., $1.25, suede,
12 o'clock, noon, to tbe highest bidder,
87c., silk 81, $1.25, $2.
under the conditions of said notice published February 5, 1907, all the property
embroidered with large
of The Linen Manufacturing Co. de- BELTS, fancy
buckle, 25c., 50c., white kid, 25c., 50c.,
scribed in said notice published Feb. 5,
Bilk, 25c., 50c., other white belts, 10c.,
11)07, and in the notices therein referred
»
15c., 25c.

to.
BBIDOTON Η. B. 2; P. II. 8. 1.
Dated at Portland, Maine, May 8, 1907.
Paris High Schoo] team went to BridgCHARLES A. STROUT,
ton Saturday and played with the team
Receiver.
20.22
there, and every member of the high
school has reason to be proud of the |
game played by their team. Although
the score says that Paris was defeated
there was eurely as much glory in tbe
defeat for Paris as thero was In the victory for Bridgton in winning as they did.
Jeweler and Graduate
As if the long ride and the fact that
Paris was playing on strange grounds
was not enough of a handicap, they were
further handicapped by the unfair work
One of the |
of tho BVidgton umpire.
players, who was in a position to watch
the work of the umpire, told me that he |
simply robbed them of the game. Two
bad decisions practically gave the game |
to Bridgton.
MAINE,

J

30x42 at

WAISTS of India Linen, muslin, lawn,
and batiste.with tucks, lace and hamburg insertion, lace trimmed,
98c., $1.49, «1.98, «2.9S, «3 9S

25c.

...

Lace Curtains

Add much to the room at a slight exCHINA SILK WAISTS with fine lace
insertion and hemstitching,
pense. You can find a great assortment
«2.98. «3.98, «4.98 of qualities and designs at very reason-

SKIRTS, Linen Finish with plaits, tinixh- ! able prices.
«1.49
ed with tabs,
SKIRTS of Indian Head, 17
ed seams, extra full,

gored,

WHITE LACE CURTAINS in different
sized, for (52 l-2e., 79c., $1, $1.25, $1.75,

welt-

«1.98
$2 50, $3.
SKIRTS, Pure Linen, with four grad- '■
uated bias folds five Inches apart, very BOBBINETT CURTAINS, very pretty,
18.06 !
«1.50, $2, $3
pretty,
<

SHIRT WAIST SUITS of lawn, waist
and skirt has lace and hamburg insertion, fine tucks, very pretty,

MUSLIN CURTAINS iu plain, striped
and figured, 42 l-2c., 50c., (39c., 87 1-2
1
cts., $1, $1.25, $1.50.
«3.98, «4.50, «4.98, «5.98

THOMAS SniLEY,

HILLS,

Γ'ΐ'ΊΟ was an error in the Democrat's
reet light location·* a* given last
Maine.
Main
■·'
The 1 ii;ht at the corner of Pleashl-tory or 'trawlug.
geography,
an
arc
to
be
is
>·. j Church Streets
Please let me know whlcn one of the above
st< id of an incandescent as giveu. sulijecte vou will select.
"BLUE DEVILS."
I'leai»e have the pupils who do the work state
1
ir school census this year seems to to what grade they belong.
You will remember that the cltle» made a
No trial «a. ba.1
v: some evidence of race suicide.
Tburad., m.rn·
:
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Harrison's Town 1 Country
Is Pure Paint.
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Dogs.
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Discharge.
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Pigs

JAVES
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Dam, Florence Chimes,
By Chimes,

King,

$25 for tlxe

MOUNTAIN VIEW FARM,

CASTORIA
III UrfYH Hill Alvirs Saucht

,Γ

//fâj

PIANOS.

Correspondence on topic·

Preecott and The Lauter Player^Piano,
all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
of the instrument-- Also I have
can be sold for the

money as they
several medium

A

terms easy. Send for
the best pianos that are on the market.

low,

J*.

Black Stallion, White Ankles Behind, 16 Hands, Weighs 1200 lbs.
Sired by Dark Dkvil, by Mambrino Kino, "The Handsomest
Dam Jewel.

Record 2.26.
S1KK OF

2.12 3-4
2 14 14

Bell Hamlin

Wardwell

3.1514
2161 4
2.M14

OnHM

Wardwell (p)
Architect (ρ)

114 3-4

Globe

3.U 10
a.19 1.4
a.ai 10

by ALMONT, Jr., 1829.
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The Lazy Goat

2 30
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Parsing Belle (p)
2 W 3-4
King Charte· CP)
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2 30
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cur-1
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COUNT DIRECT.
Out of the dam of Chimesbrino

(4,)

.'he year.
1.'.Melody

2:28 1-2.

TROTTER. FOALED JUNE 25, 190-2. BRED BY C. J.
and HAKRY HAMLIN, EAST AURORA. NT. Y.

BLACK COLT.

niMsrt Hal

u

^

( Director 1989.
| sire of 58 ; dams of 41.
f Direct 34113
i Retort 2Λ5 12. Sire of ( Ecbora (great brood mare)
by Echo 462.
Directly 2:08 1-4; Direct
>
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reCOrU·

(Tom Hal. Jr..

ί Mauibrlno Klnjr 12Î79
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CWeMtort·® (4)
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»n^u;"DK<.Tb«

»Λ6; T»it
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( Toilet

^ 1 *·

Monk 2:05 3 4.

1
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of graham flour, one cup pastry flour
one teaspoon salt, and three-fourths teaspoon soda. Add one cup eour milk to

Terms

Ueyser Boy 2 04 1-4, (

a

to

$25

by

Warrant.

WILL STAND AT THE STABLE OF

W.

WHEELER,!

J.

Paris,

South

Maine

^ARGAINSINPLUSHROBEST
$1.50

buvs

a

good

sized

single plush

I have

robe.

1
about 50 of these robes I shall sell at this price.
robes
of
have a large line of the better grades
plush
at

corresponding

low

Not at Hone.

Wen Trouble come tor whar I live
En say he gwlne ter stay.
I hollers thoo de keyhole:
"I ilone took holiday!
I alio' has moved away!"
—Atlanta Constitution.

the Puzzler.
No. 93.—Floral Enigmas: 1. Bluebell.
2. Buttercup. 3. Candytuft. 4. Canterbury bell. 5. Tuberose. G. Larkspur.
Nu. 94.—Word Square: 1. Mars. 2.

Key

to

Fly.

Norway, Malno.

OX ΜαΙπ flit»·

ly.

Asia. 3. King. 4. Sage.
No. 95.—Palindromes: Otto. Hannah,
mum. deed. toot. peep, redder, refer,
madam.
No. 90.—Hidden Insects: 1. Gnat. 2.

prices.

FAVOR,

JAMES N.

merate them, please."
"One. two, three, four, five, six," said
the little girl cheerfully and confident-

19-211

No. 97.—Truth In Nonsense: Gram,
grammar; sock. socket: dock, docket:
clam, clamor: sick. si«-kle; figs, figment: pigs, pigment: tick, tickle.
No. 98.—A Volcano: Vesuvius, Italy.
No. 99.—Framed Greek Cross:
C

Ν

U

The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildD. C. It is located in the
ing, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Rooting. The Government also
It

Paroid because it

Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses, etc.
finds nothing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lav, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will l>e good for you. Write for free sample
of Paroid ana see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
uses

uses

Saad · 2 cent tump for book of npHo-daM poultry and farm building plana.

5. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.

Specialist

Specialist

For sixteen year· I have fltte·! glasses to defective ere* and nothing elte—that makes me s
specialist. If your eyes trouble you In any way.
and If you want expert advice In regard to the
same, come to the man who la a specialist, who
do·· one thing only. No charge for eye examinations

or

consultation.

DR.

PARMENTERl

CUR-X-ZEMA

WILL STOP THAT ITCHING.
Cl'B X ZEMA positively cure· Itchta·
which

Pit··. It le a M-lentlflc treatment under
the most obstinate cases yield almost Instantly.
ClrH-X-ZEMA immediately heals Chafing
and all skin eruptions.
Effects quick and perm ment cure In the severest cases of Ecsema.
KmfOMed by physicians. At drugfl*ts or by
m-tllV)cte. If you are a sufferer, send 10 cents
In itamué for trial package.
Cur-XZema Co..
18-Ï1
Watervllet, Ν. V.

A LOW PRICE

Kye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.

—

For Sale.

One-horse

honey

tooth

harrow,
extractor, nearly new, hives,

and other

iStf

spring

bee-keeping

fixtures.

GEORGE H. DAVIS,
South Paris.

Village

and Farm

In Paris and

vicinity.

Property
Inquire

of

W. O. FROTHINGHAM,

South Paris, Maine.

Wool
to close out odd

ON

—

Carpets
patterns and

>jp stock.

NORWAY,
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No. 100.—Dictionary Girls: 1. Annie
Moulty. 2. Carrie Mel. 3. Jenny Itosity. I. Hetty Hodoxy. 5. Kli xlu Den
droit. (5. Sarah Nude. 7. Mettle Physics.

S. Ellle Thant.

Kidney complaint kills

more

people

than any other disease. This is due to
the disease being so insidious that it
gets a good hold on the system before it
is recognized. Foley's Kidney Cure will
prevent the development of fatal disease
if taken in time. P. A. Shurtleff A Co.

"Why don't
company?"

you

buy

stock in that

"It doesn't seem to me that the men

running it have good business judgment.
They say that in a month the price of the
stock will be double."
"Yes?"
"Well, why don't they wait a month
before selling it to me?"

Of all the fruits there are in the land;
That grow on bush or tree,
I would give up the choicest ones
For HollUter'· Rocky Mountain Tea.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.; O. D. Stevens.

Tommy—Pop,

was

writing done
days?

tablets of stone in the old

Tommy's Pop—Yes, my
Tommy—Qee! It must

on

son.

have taken a

crowbar to break the news.

Sts.,

MAINE.

The Owner—What's the matter?
The
Chauffeur—Something's gone
wrong, sir, and I can't stop her.
The Owner—Then for heaven's sake,

run

into something cheap.

"

Obedience.

I

flour, four teaspoons baking powder,

but—"
and one teaspoon salt; then add one and
"John!"
oue-fourth cups milk, one-fourth cup
climbed the stairs and
John
molasses, two eggs, well beaten, and shut the slowly Tbe afternoon went on
trap.
three tablespoons melted butter. Bake
and the storm bowled and raged. Two
in hot, buttered, iron gem-pans.
hours later the family gathered for tea,
DATE MUFFINS.
aud when the meal was half over, Aunt
with Mrs. Flint,
Mix and sift one and one-half cups of Mary, who was staying
an
entire wheat flour, two teaspoons bak- had not appeared. Mrs. Flint started
have to ask
not
She did
salt.
and
one-half
investigation.
teaspoon
ing powder,
the first
Heat the yolks of two eggs until thick any questions; John answered
and lemon-colored, and add one cup milk. one.
"Please, mother, she is up on the
Combine mixtures and beat thoroughly;
then add two tablespoons melted butter
and the whites of two eggs beaten until
stiff. Fold into the mixture one-half
cup dates, stoned, quartered, and dredged with flour. Bake in buttered gempans in a moderate oven twenty-five
minutes.
BKBKSHIRK

POPOVERS.

Mix two-thirds cup graham flour, one
and one-third cups pastry flour, and one-

half teaspoon salt; then add

gradually,

roof."

I

Wore out his Finger.
There is a brakeman on one of the
western railroads who years ago lost his
index finger on his right hand. One day
recently a lady passenger who bad been
much interested in the wonderful works
of nature the brakeman had pointed out
to ber along the road noticed the stub
finger. When the conductor came
through the car she said to him:
"Excuse me, sir, but can you tell me
how the brakeman lost his forefinger?
He eeems to be such an accommodating

while beating constantly, two cups milk.
Beat two eggs until very light, add to
first mixture, and beat two minutes.
Turn into hissing hot buttered iron gem- fellow."
to thirty-five
"Yes, mum; that's just it. Be is so
pans, and bake thirty
minute* in a hot oven; or the mixture accommodating that he wore that finger
may be baked in buttered earthen cups, off pointing out tbe scenery along the
when the bottom will bave a glazed ap- line," said the conductor.
pearance.
MOKiS NiSWS FKUll TUB. ÛIIiïï H.HI*BALTIMORE

MUFFIK3.

Mix one-fourth cup hominy and onehalf teaspoon salt, add one-half cup bolliug water, cover, and let stand until
hominy absorbs water. Add one cup
scalded milk to one cup corn-meal, then
add three tablespoons sugar and three
tablespoous butter. Combine mixture,
add the yolks of two eggs beaten until
thick and lemon-colored, and the whites
of two eggs beaten until stiff. Sift over
three teaspoons baking powder and beat
thoroughly. Bake in hot, buttered, iron
gem

pans.—Ex.

Suggestions.

LAND STATES.
If any one ban any doubt

as to the
virtue of Foley's Kidney Cure, tbey need
only to refer to Mr. Alvin H. Stimpson,
of Willimantic, Conn., who, after almost
losing hope of recovery, on account of
the failure of so many remedies, Anally
tried Foley's Kidney Cure, which he
says was "just the thing" for him, as
four bottles cured him completely. He
is now entirely well and free from all
the suffering incident to acute kidney
trouble. P. A. Shurtleff & Co.

presented
wedding.
She

herself at a fashionable

Aleo

Hoover

the world in the curren-

cy of the country
which drawn.

agent for
and potato

Pure bred White

on Setting of thirteen

an a
u

Plymouth Rock.

eggs, 50 cents.
RAYMOND L.

ATWOOD,

Pans, Maine.

CEYI.NO AS

IF HI» 11ΚΛΗΤ WOULD BUKAK.

along. He was surprised to find Fritz
trying us if his heurt would break.

"What is the matter'/" asked the doctor.
"Well, sir," replied Fritz, "you told
me to exercise, and 1 am crying for the
exercise that it furnishes me. I>o you
think that I'll soon be well, sir?"
"No," answered the doctor, "nor will

thrashing."

the

conld

effe t

|irescri|it'.ni!
Where he

t<

:

-·«

ti.e
vu d.
the

remedy i-ifi- he
purchased the (re·
tcription. i· it ts
nevernsei.i

all reined\ until '.!.e
properties i.ad been
thoroughly ar.a!·
y zed by tie*

ists and phy»i lar.s
of the I'nited Diug

Coini-ai.y·

ffixagg, Store

The

Eastern Steamship Company.

Bankrupt's

Justice.

Cylinder

Oil.

Spreaders,

Manure

Disk Harrows,

Sulky Plows,

right." The engineer was by no means
satisfied, but, remembering the people

rai Li urm num.
A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.

"

RHEUMATISM
Badly Cripples

a

Baldwins-

ville Farmer.

Uric-0 Quickly Cured Him.
——

*

by High-Priced
I Treated Two Years
with No Success.
a

Fare Portland to Boston
Stateroom

...

Freight

rates

always

as

low

adjudged

other

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
iteamers of this Company, is insured
igainst fire and marine risk.
General
F. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

payment required.

Ff you desire to purchiiHe real estate,
We have for sale
write or call on us.
in Oxford
some of the best farms

County.

The E. A. Strout Farm

stated.

Agency,

STREET. NEW

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr,

Norway,

forcpolnsr

Male, -Iud/e
Witness the Hon. Clakem
of the said Court, anil the seal tinivof, at Port
bind, in said District, on tke Kb da) ot Maj.
A. D. 1-Λ7.
JAMES Κ MKWKV.CIert
[L. 8.]
reon
A true copy of petition and order
Attest .1A M K.S Κ M KM KV. Clerk.

"Largest in the World,"
YORK.

■SO NASSAU

>

May, Λ I) iifli, o«
petition, It l«—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing lie nil
upon the same on the 24th dav if May, A. 1)
1907, before said Court at Portland In «al l I)!i
trlct, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon: an t thai
notice thereof be published In Tin· Oxfor!
Democrat, a newspaper print».··! Ιο said l>l-trlct
ι
and that all kBown crednor·,
In Interest, may appear at th«· -.il l time act
place, und show cause, If any tin·/ lue,
nut I*
the prayer of said petitioner
gran te·!.
Anil It Is further ordered by t:,·· < .urt, tiiat
wn i-re·!
the Clerk shall semi by mall to
1er.»,
Itore copies of said oetltlon ar.n t
ilrcesed to them at their places «if red iecoe u

IF YOU want a quick cash
sale for your country property, write for our improved
FKEK listing blanks. No fed·
varce

llankruptef.

District o»· Maine, ss.
On this 4th dav of

reading the

Agent,

J.

In

MOSES

$1.00
$1.00

as

Discharge.

To the Hon. Clarencf. Hack, Ju :k<> ; the D'.«trlct Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
P. HAWKINS, of Kumford. In tlx
County of Oxford. :ιη· 1 M.t<· of Maine,
In said District, respectfully ηρπ·»· t.t*, ti.it ot
vrai .July
the l=t 'lay of Sept., last pa-t,
"apm
bankrupt, under tn \
that
hM
to
July surBankruptcy;
relating
rendered all hi* proiierty and right» ( property
ami has fully complied with all tt.i ;> jtiircmecu
of Hid Aets and of the order* of ( trt :..uchUj
hie bankruptcy.
Wherefore ne praye, that ho ρ ν c 'Wree-1
by the Court to nave s full dite ha rice from ill
debts provable against h!» ι-st.tt· :r.ler tall
bankruptcy Acte, except racb le U uanS'
cepted oy law from Mich dlschar;
Dated this 23rd day of April, Λ I> ι «
MOSES IV HAWKINS, l!;mkrapt.
ORDER OF XOTICK TflKHKOS.

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17, steamers alternately leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
laily, except Sunday, at 7 P. m.
lines.

>

Bankrupt. )

REDUCED RATES:

Gasoline

Petition for

In the matter of
MOiES 1'. HAWKINS,

Portland Division.

Yorkshire engineer acted in Af-

Loat and Won at Shiloh.
Mauy an amusing incident of army
life is given in Lew Wallace's autobi
ograpby. For example, he writes thus
of a tente(P"i>aradlse" which was lost
and won at the battle of Shiloh: "Within our lines there was a drinking tent
It
on which was written 'Paradise.'
was takeu by the Confederates in the
first day's fight, and the victors wrote
beneath its uame 'Lost.'
By Beauregard's order all camp furniture was
left Intact, as he expected to possess

konally

CO., Druggists

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

-St. Louis (ilobe-Democrat.

It was afterward
Is your little lot
learned that the ameer had executed
every male member of the family of
the assailaut upon whom he could lay
hands."—Utudon Globe.

I
wonderful ci.;·
I
any natu-e 1
not rest until I; ;<·γ·

75 Cents Per Bottle

eater yon : ee η whole souled, op«*n
hearted. Jolly tfood fellow, who knows
what he ought to eat to keep him good
humored. Τα !i about the .staff of life,
why, bread Is only a crutch. There Is
more nourishment in an onion than
there is in a roll. The onion lovers
keep the world moving, to say nothing
of providing It with much of Its fun."

with whom he was, resolved to say no
A week or so later he was Inmore.
vited to accompany the ameer on a
When outside the town they
ride.
passed gibbet after gibbet, each occupied. The Knglishmun at length broke
silence by suggesting. "Your highness
seems to have been busy of late." The
reply was characteristic: "Oh, no. Thot

travelled ai! *tr
the world it
of extraoid;i. y
V i
remedies.
ever he hear·:
a

ment,

not because we are naturally sulky or
quarrelsome, but because we are bilious. Why are we bilious? Because
You never sow a
we don't eat onions.
lie
dyspeptic man eating ouIjus.
thinks they are poison, but. In fact,
they are the medicine that he most
Whenever you see an onion
needs.

director
ghanistan for many years
of the arsenal to Abdur Itahman. On
one occasion the engineer was tired at
by some fanatic in α bazaar and laid
Ills
a complaint before the ameer.
highness seemed to make light of the
matter, observing: "I should not bother about It You will tlnd it will be all

Rkxai

it's a
only remedy of its kind in existence. As its name implies,
the
from
conditions
resulting
specific for the peculiar exhausted nervous
This
live.
Americans
remedy
which
continuous rush and tension under
fills an important gap in the line of medicines.
which
Rexall Americanitis supplies to the body just those elements
drain
Nature cannot supply in sufficient quantities to meet the unnatural
upon the nervous system.
nerve food.
Phosphorus in soluble form is the basis of this splendid
nervous
from
prostration by the
Thousands of women have been saved
nervous derangeof
all
To
conditions
prompt use of Rexall Americanitis.
relief.
it
and
exhaustion
debility brings permanent

The Onion Eater.
"Most of us," said a man who eats
plenty of onions, "eat too much meat
and-grease and butter and bread and
not enough vegetables, and the consequence Is our systems get clogged up
with prenne aud starch, our livers get
out of order and we grumble at our
wives, and scold our children, and ftiss
when the baby cries, and quarrel with
the street car conductors, and get Into
rows at the otlice aud lose our Jobs,

as

of

all."
We have pr«.w-n
ttmandtim
that Ki-xall Ken·.*·
dies are kin^s iU/\e
all other».
For more t! an

is the

And the same day his father gave
him one, and he began to grow better
at once.—Detroit Journal.

Afghan

Story

Ό EX
moan!
"kinj»." and the
combination makes

Americanitis Elixir

any one else who tries such a plan as
You are so lazy that nothing
that.
will cure you except a good, sound

A

Th·

two years anex|«rt
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Cross Assets
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Physician
ί
"Friend of the bride or the groom?"
Stair rods are cleaned easily when
Adndtted Assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 11. U-'
tarnished. Wash them in soap and water asked the usher.
f
"I am the fiancee of the organ-blower,"
and then polish with a cloth and a drop
Not Unpaid losses
Mr. Frank Howe, a prominent farmer In the
4
Unearned Premiums
.'1^
of oil, and dust over with finely powdered she exclaimed, blushing.
town of Van Buren, «aye: "I visited the beat
*··«**
Allother Liabilities,
rotten stone.
physician In this country, who treated me for
Cash Capital,
\
All the good qualities of Ely's Cream the whole field In the morrow's strug about two years for rheumatism. I spent in that
Many experiments with coffee have
Surplus over all Liabilities,..
in
Cream
found
are
Liquid
seemed to
proved it to be an excellent disinfectant. Balm, solid,
HMlfl*
gle. The Union army recovered their time several hundred dollars and
Tjtal Liabilities an I -urp'us,
The best method of using it for the pur- Balm, which is intended for use in
Being
the second day's buttle, the grow worse instead of better cach day.
C. F. Dunlap, State Agent, »■ l> mnrt
it is an unfailing cure ground by
That
atomizers.
in
the
raw
bean
Kcl
the
is
to
train
and
oven,
the
dry
pose
|
Portland, Me. John II I.or.g'iy, Λ.·η1,
and to the on crutches and forced to drive to
ever- pleasure tent was retaken
ford Kails, Me.
to tho doctor's office became very dispound it in a mortar, and then roast the for Nasal Catarrh is proved by an
hobbling
'Reword
It does two names was added the
powder in a moderately heated iron increasing mass of testimony.
couraging, let alone the sleepless nights ami
the tender air-pass- gained.' "
fearful hours of pain. Being advised by a friend
plate, until it assumes a dark brown tint, not dry out nor rasp
60 YEARS'
when it is fit for use. Then sprinkle it ages. It allays the inflammation and
I purchased Smith's Uric-O prescription, took it
experience
of
the
disease.
The Violin'· 8croll.
in dishes, or lay it on a plate in the room goes straight to the root
home and used it that day as directed.
Obstinate old cases have been cnred in a
which you wish to have purified.
The "throwing" of the scroll, or head,
"Those fearful sciatic pains left me, my blood
If soot has fallen on the carpet or rug, few weeks. All druggists, 75 cents, in- of a violin betrays the master's style seemed to let loose and (low freely, I felt differa
or
mailed
Ely
tube,
before
cluding
salt
by
with
spraying
dry
tjuickly cover it
the same as handwriting. To an ama- ent and knew the next morning I had found a
56 Warren Street, New York.
a mark will be left.
and
not
Bros.,
all that night,
sweeping
teur all violin heads may appear the J cure, as I slept and rested well
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
I bad not done before in two years.
Pongee curtains are ueed effectively
"I did intend to go down town to look same, but the connoisseur knows a something
with oak bookshelves. If the curtains
have never
and
of
Urlc-O
six
bottles
I used in all
remarked
to
at
once
some
at
Ounrnerlus
or
Amntl
day,"
stockings
"Strad,"
are shirred on two rods, one at the top
felt a return of the disease, had no use for
Dcsigns
"but it was raining, so I from the
physiognomy of the scroll. I crutches or cane since the first day's treatment.
and the other at the bottom, the protec- Mra. Schoppen,
Copyrights 4c.
home."
This has been likened to the painter's
tion to the book is quite as efficient as if just stayed
since recommended Urlc-0 to hunand
"I
have
description "·'
sketch
Anyone sending a
as
froe whether
"Why," remarked her husband absent- touch—that is, difficult to Imitate so as dreds of friends ami acquaintances and in every
quickly ascertain our opinion
glass doors are used. The curtains
CVmrnooKS·
the best time to see
is
patentable.
"that's
Invention
probably
SOUTH
PARIS,
mindedly,
Nichols St..
on Patents
should run easily, however, as otherwise
to deceive one who Is thoroughly eon- Instance it gave remarkable relief. To every
tlons strictly confidential. HANDBOOK
them."
patent*.
sent free. Oldest agency for securingCoi
access to the books is difficult.
recelri
versaut with the individual work of person who suffers from Rheumatism I say, take
Patents taken tiirnugh Alunn A
charge. In the
soon end
without
will
and
once
Urlc-O
at
notice,
Sponges will not bear boiling. They
suffering
your
tptcial
"Have you tried the cigars I got for the great masters.—Circle.
clean
FRANK IIOWK, Baldwlnsvllle, Ν. Y."
may be made almost antiseptically
you?"
by being placed in boiling water, to
Anyone who doubts Mr Howe's experience Is
Preaenc· of Mind.
"Yes; and found them guilty."
I*rie«t cirTHE
which has been added a little strong
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Term·. |J *
invited to write him for further details.
culation of any scientific Journal.
A captured Turkish officer 011 being
aintnonia. Cover the vessel and set
The manufacturers h>«ve so much conlldence
NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
four months, 9L Soldbysll newsdealers.
year;
led forth to execution asked for a glass ! In the
aside for a quarter of an hour. Squeeze
remedy that they will gladly give a large
that
W,,H
We are pleased to announce
the sponge vigorously and rinse in cold
of water before he died. On receiving 175c. bottle of Uric Ο free to all Rheumatics who
colds
and
for
Tar
coughs,
Honey
Foley'e
Branch Offlee. GU V yt„ Washington.υ·^
if
water.
as
nrouud,
a
looked
he
are
for
uneasily
perma
have never used It and
looking
aud lung troubles is not affected by the It
Flowers dipped in the melted wax of
dis
this
most
distressing
nent, lasting cure for
National Pure Food and Drug law as it afraid of assassination.
candle ends will keep fresh for at least
Ε. W.
"Drink," said the commander. "No lease. Address for free trial, Smith Drug Co..
contains no opiates or other harmful
a week.
Small flowers, like pansies,
Y.
Ν.
we recommend it as a safe
and
shall
come to thee until thou hast Syracuse,
harm
drugs,
/Consumption
Price
may be dipped in bunches, roses and
remedy for children and adulta. F. A. drunk that water."
50c &$ 1.00
I 0UGH3 and
large flowers separately.
Paris.
Shurtleff A Co.
was For Sale in South
word
commander's
the
board
for
Free
Trial.
covers
the
Make slip
Instantly
ironing
WOLDS
!
The houHe and land belonging to tbe
on the principle of a pillow case, making
given the prisoner dashed the water on
of *if
was it supported the
Teacher—Who
du rest and iluickcet Cure for all
I will furnish DOOIts and WINDOWS
them tight to avoid wrinkling. Have
the sandy ground and thereby saved estate of tbe late Mrs. Sarah W. Howett,
his
shoulders?
world
Mze or Style at reasonable prlccTHROAT and LUNG TROUBupon
lias
of
tbe
center
in
tbe
situated
two for each board using them alternatevillage,
hie life.
Tommy—Atlas, sir.
LES, or MONEY BACK
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
ly, and when one needs to be washed it
Teacher—Who supported Atlas?
with sheds, large attic, Ac., and is in
is slipped off and replaced at once with
For Temptation.
Prepared
I
but
book
don't
say,
Tommy—The
The grounds are
the second one.
Little Tommy had been forbidden to excellent condition.
InsMc or
his wife did!
If In waut of any klml of Klnlsh for
additional bouse
A damp towel thrown over a station- s'peot
Farm Wanted.
i'lue I··»®
swim in the river, owing to the dan- extensive, containing
'utsldc work, send in your order»
lota.
Cash.
for
ary wash basin is said to prevent a dan•er and Hhlngles op hand Cheap
It's too bad to see people who go from ger. Oue day he came home with unW. T. HEWETT.
I want a farm of about sixty acres
ger from sewer gas.
to day suffering from
physical mistakable signs of having been in the
S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris. t)f
Place a thimble on the rod and moist- day
JAMES
with
soil,
good
good buildings
|
weakness when Hollister's Rocky Mount- water. His mother scolded him severeand Job
en the hem slightly to make the rod slip
modern improvements, with as large
ain Tea would make them well. The
so
was
1
badly,
"But
tempted
more
ly.
in a curtain
for **·'
easily.
M itched Hard Wood Floor Hoirie
tonic known. 35 centa, Tea or
orchard ns possible, and net over
mother," said Tommy. "That's all very
To clean granite ware where mixtures
ablets. F. A. Shurtleff ét Co.; 0. D.
2 1-2 miles from a railroad station.
have burned on them: Half fill the veswell, but how'd you come to have your
Stevens.
P. We (
the Horse
sel with cold water, add a generous pinch
1'he house must have at least seven
bathing suit with you?" Tommy paus- *
Is more useful
No
article
of washing soda, heat slowly to boiling
I
took
Sumner.
We»t
rooms.
"Ah," exclaimed the irate father, ed and then said, "Well, mother,
about the «table than Mica
point, then empty, when dish easily may "how is it I catch you kissing my daugh- my bathing suit along thinking I might
Put a little on
Axle Grease.
LEON I. HARLOW,
be cleaned.
the spindle» before you "hook
be tempted."—Dundee Advertiser.
ter, sir? Anawer me, air I how is it?"
124 Chandler St., Boston, Mass.
When wet sboee are removed fill them
up"—it will help the horse, and
indeed!" replied the
"Fine,
sir;
fine,
bring the load home quicker.
with oats. The oats, it is said, will
A
Puzzle.
man.
the young
Norway, Me.
absorb all the moisture, leaving
Morris Klein,
"Do you think you will learn to like
r
rag». "Jj·
Steam
and Boiler Can afford to and will pay inore furthat
leather dry and soft.
<*'··
Mrs. S. Joyoe, 180 Sullivan St., Clare- your titled son-in-law?"
>cre, and metal than any stronger
A pretty embroidery basket may be
Ν.
writes:
"Abont
a
house.
H.,
mont,
year ago
"I don't know," answered Mr. Cumrour
« "·
Iron
for
made from a wide-brimmed summer hat, I
For
*nle Chenp.
He pay· from $A to #9 per ton
bought two bottles of Foley'· Kidney rox. "I can't quite tell where to place
which can be picked up on the bargain Cure.
sred to him here.
It cured me of a severe case of
He buys folded newspapers.
him In my expense account He la neiiv eats
counter when the season is over. Dye
well—better than any
s
Second hand, six horse power
He la paying for mixed rag», 1 cent
kidney trouble of several years' standing. ther a recreation nor an investment."—
Coats the axle
mart"
other grease.
the straw, if necessary, and line with It
is a grand, good medioine,
anil eight horse power boiler. Rubbers according to market. Pays
with alianl, smooth surface of
certainly
?ngine
China silk or silkolene, of a contrasting
1 ■rice for bran sacks.
Washington Star.
powdered mica which reduce·
recommend it." F. A
and
I
heartily
!?all
and
tee
them
at
C.
A.
shade. Sew different sized pockets of
friction.
Ask the dealer for
Shurtleff & Co.
Mica Axle Grease.
Machine Shoo, South Paris, Me.
the silk at intervals around the edge of
A Verbal Difference.
FOR
the crown, to hold the sewing imple"When I get to heaven, I'm going to
The difference itetween having a
ments.
Sew the ends of a yam of rib- ask Shakespeare who wrote those plays.
Shurtlefl" hous- in Soufh
The
Alva
tooth drawn by a professional man
Street
bon, of the same shade as the lining, on
on Pleasant
Location
"Maybe he won't be there."
Pari».
and having it knocked out by a fall on
Lot
75
"Then yon can ask him."
opposite sides of the hat to hang It up
town.
in
best
of
i
s
the
one
The
H. N. Bolster homethe pavement Is only a verbal one. The
by. If the hat spreads too much, sew a
Twelve f<x>m
1
200 feet.
over
itead
situated
in
South
Paria
one
Is
the
other
across
the
accidental.
dental,
of
ribbon
)y
in
opentrouble
no
straight
piece
Artiste have
securing
water
ing.
modela. The famous beauties have dishoroughly finished, hot water heat'I louse, steam heat, Norway p'e
in
Use the handle of a stocking darner carded coraeta and have become models
All
the
water
Task.
:
ind all modern
Dividing
attached, ind
when mending gloves.
iu face and form since taking Hollister'·
The real division of labor, as a hoe1 two story house, ell and itable, < >rder.
Kerosene will clean marble, and added Rooky Mountain Te·. 35 cents, Tea or
band once put before me, la, "She aaji
A. E.
located.
to
to water is ezoellentfor washing win- Tahleta. V. A. Shurtleff ά Co.; 0. D.
it, and I do·· It"—Bishop of Bristol
South P*rii.
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'In Paradise, ma'am.'

SCRAPERS, CULTî
Norway National Bank ROWS,
VATORS, ETC.
Aepinw.n
issues checks payable Sprayer
planter
digger.
in nearly all parts of
Eggs for Hatching,

Sepia

A

Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is best for
women and children.
Its mild action
clean and pleasant taste makes It preferable to
violent purgatives, such as pills, tablets,
etc. Get the booklet and a sample of
Orino at F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.'s.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Comer Main and Danforth
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No. 107.—Hidden Quadrupeds.
1. We have been playing blind man's
butt a long time, and Earnest says,
by Imp. Oalrue.
4th dam Lady Ketch u m
Dam of La Oecaletta 2 ~iJ 14.
"I>o go home with me, please!"
Warrior.
by
5th dam Madam Loonier.
2. I struck out all ambiguous phrases.
Dam of Dick Loomer 2:32 1-2, tire of Elastic Starch 2:24.
3. The author sent me the book.
The Counte&s, darn of Chitnesbrino (4), 2:28 1-2, is out of Toilet, dam of Geyser
4. Put the box here and the pan
Boy, 2:20 1-4, and Residuary Legatee, 2:31 1-2. lier dam, Mermaid, own sister
there.
to La Oscaletta, 2:29 3-4, aod grandam of Lucretia, 2:20, and Blaine, 2:27.
3. He was the romantic owner of a
Direct Hal, 2:04 1-4, son of Direct, 2:05 1-2 (sire of Directly, 2:03 1-4; Direct H;»l, fine old
country house.
in
others
and
four
Prince
2:05
2:07,
Direct,
2:04 1-4; Bonnie Direct (4),
1-4;
»ί. When they came Lena was with
Tom
2:05
of
Hal,
Hal
Hal
1-4,)
dam
Bessie
Chaftiu,
by
(grandam
2:10, etc.);
them.
Jr., 16034.
7. Richard and Lionel met in Berlin.
Mambrino King, 1279, sire of Lady of the Manor, 2.1)4 1-4; Lord Derby, 2:05 3-4;
8. Do endeavor to attend the recital.
Heir-at-Law, 2:05 3-4; Nightingale, 2:08; Mocking Boy, 2:08 1-2; King Charles,
2:08 1-2; Dare Devil, 2:09; Moonstone, 2:09, and 62 others; and the dams of
Arithmetical History.
The Abbot, 2:03 1-4; The Monk, 2:05 3-4; Shadow Chimes, 2:05; Council
A teacher wh > was instructing a
Chimes, 2:07 1-2; Dandy Chimes, 2:07 1-2; King Direct, 2:09 1-4; Ed Easton,
2:09 24; Jersey Mac, 2:09 3-4; The Queen, 2:10 1-4; King Chimes, 2:10 3 4, etc. class of young pupils In history asked
one of them how many wars England
Count Direct, 15, 2 1-2 tall, 1000 lbs., son of of Direct Hal, the gretest race-horse ι
fought with Spain.
in the grand circuit of 1903.
"Six." the little girl answered.
"Six." repeated the teacher. "EnuDam of
etc.

J

Mrs. Flint was a very stern woman,
who demanded instant and unquestioning obedience from ber children. One
Combine afternoon a storm came up, and she sent
one-third cup
molasses.
mixtures and bake in buttered individual I her son
John, to close the trap leading
tins, in a moderate oven, twenty-five to the fiat roof of the house.
minutes.
"But, mother—" said John.
"John, I told you to shut the trap."
OEMS.
BYE
"Yes, but mother—"
two-thirds
and
sift
one
Mix and
"John, shut the trap!"
one-third
one
and
cups pastry
rye flour,
"All right, mother, if you say so,

word of live letters. My first
is η bird; my second is an animal; my
third is a measure; my fourth is au orMy
gan: my fifth means forever.
whole Is a name.
1 am

Maiubrino Patchen 58.

Almost, Jr. 182».
Sire of 47 ; «lam· of 58.
Mermaid (Urandam of 3)
Dictator 113.

Mix and sift one and one-fourth cups

A

No. 106.—Word Puzzle.

sire of 25; .lame of 152.
( Belle Thornton.

ί

or harmonious sounds.
fruit tree of the genus pyrus.
Merry feelings in company.
A reliance on testimony.
Λ green musk melon pickled.
To disguise by flattery.
The whole sum or amount.
To stay in expectation.
Schemes for furnishing sport.
A very important grain crop.

2.
3.
4.
5.
(5.
7.
8.
0.
10.

16384.
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OBAHAM MUFFINS.

DEALER IN

SYRACUSE AND '76 FARu
IMPLEMENTS, SULKY an η
WALKING PL0W8.
Dlfi*
AND SPRING TOOTH Har

continuous
Women in an exhausted, nervous state, due to over-work,
wonder
often
of
condition
health,
social functions or a general "run down"
is
reason
The
them.
plain.
benefit
why tonics and emulsions fail to
the
build
cannot
but
up
their
in
are
they
place,
Tonics and emulsions
good
and
toned
been
have
quieted.
body until the tienrs
this exThere's only one remedy that can restore health to women in
nerves.
the
hausted, nervous condition, because it acts directly upon

j
the late Gen.

a|

ClfffoTdT

South Paris, Me.

For Nervous, Over-worked
and "Run Down" Women

Striking Climax.

A Detroit woman said of
Mix and sift three-fourths cup cornj
Ruxsell A. Alger:
meal, one and one-fourth cups pastry
"In company with a half dozen other
Hour (once sifted), one-fourth cup sugar. I
in fact—I once I
women—a committee
five teaspoons baking-powder, and oneby KENTUCKY PRINCE. *470.
■M dam FEROLI.NE
waited on Gen. Alger to try and interest I
half teaspoon salt. Add one cup milk,
Sire of
Sister of
him in woman suffrage.
2 08 1-2
2.30
one egg, well beaten, and two tableGuy
Dexfr Prince sire of 08 In
2.15
"He was interested. Be admitted the
Elolse
Dam of
spoons melted butter. Turn into a but2.161-4
Mlrable
truth of many of our arguments. But in I
Great Expectation·
in
α
hot
bake
and
tered
shallow
2.30
pan,
A n<l 38 other* In
Sire of
the matter of supporting us he would not
What two wild flowers are suggested oven twenty minutée.
2.21 3 4
Mike n»her (p)
2.24 1-4
go as far as we wanted him to go.
Fxwl D. King (p)
by the pictures?-New England HomeMABYLAND COBN GEMS.
"One of the ladies got, I am afraid,
by HAMBLETONIAN 10.
ad Jam LADY DEXTER
stead.
Sire of
Cream one-half cup butter, and add little overexcited. In her address to the
Slater of
I
2.17 1-4 1
more I
Dexter
2.1T 1-4
Dexter
gradually, while beating constantly, I general she imputed to women
2.18
No. 103.—Anagram.
Nettle
2.28 3-4
Alma
three-fourths cup sugar; then add three virtues than any merely human creature
2.20
2.29 1-2
novelist.
Orange Girl
Astoria
Hans.—A
Jeremy
At the bight of her
2.30
And 38 others 1n
eggs, well beaten, and one and one-half could possess.
Gen. Alg^r, chuckling, interruptcups milk. Mix and sift two cups corn quence
No. 104.—Charade.
ed her.
PRODUCE OF JEWEL.
meal, one cup flour, five teaspoons
"Be said he had once attended a
Athanlo.
I'pon my fikît s«nne laugh and chat
ing powder, and one teaspoon salt.
ISM b f Rhinestone (ileail) by Msmbriuo King. 18H7 b g The .leweler (sold) by
an
ocean
on
When
trip.
Anierlcue.
Rex
ch f The Diamond by
woman suffrage meeting where the lady
bine mixtures and add one-half cup
1886 big Point Dexter 2.21 1-2 (sold) by MamWhite seasick ones are begging that
Ι8.·9 bt c The Decorate by Dare Devil.
brlno King.
rants. Bake in buttered individual tins lecturer on the platform had boasted
You'll kindly stop the ship.
1884 ch f The Brown Pearl by Mambrtno King. 19o0 Ml«se<l.
in a moderate oven from twenty to about women just as this lady was
1890 ch g Lord March 2.111-2 by Mambrlno 1S*>I eh f(dead).
1W2 Mtused.
About the hull tlic townsfolk dock;
minutes.
doing. The lecturer, be said, ended a
King.
twenty-five
Ideal.
l'j>« b ( The Jolly Girl by the Beau
ltKfti ch g Diamond King 2.19 1-4 (sold) by Mam
The seats are tilling fast.
striking climax with the question:
brtao King.
"
FLOUB MUFFIN8.
Because tonight at eight o'clock
'Where would man be if it had not
last.
make
my
The mayor will
Cream one-fourth cup butter, and add been for woman?'
Decorate's colts are large, solid color, true gaited, with nice dispositions. His
have
I
one-fourth cup sugar and one
"She looked around the crowded bail.
colts three-years-old thi* year are the best class and best individuals that
The captain fought with heurt and soul, gradually
Decorate will stand for service at the stable of W. J. Wheeler at $25.00
ever seen.
ogtr, well beaten. Sift two cups flour The silence was intense. She raised her
The hero of the fray.
mares
next
year;
with three teaspoons
Mares not proving with foal can be returned free
And that Is why he wears my whole
to warrant.
baking-powder, I hand and cried again, impressively:
"
Parties
and add to first mixture alternately with
Ί repeat, where would man be if it
Upon his bre„st today.
having bad luck and losing their foal can be returned free next year.
19-26
three-fourths cup milk. Bake in butter- had not been for woman?'
losing their mares will have nothing to pay.
ed tin gem-pans in a moderate oven
No. 105.—Central Acrostic.
"Then a coarse voice from the rear reCentrals name a charming season of twenty-tivo minutes.
plied:
Lord Derby
Battleton
Lord March

Maintain
Good Health

of the fingers; then add gradually two"Sbanty, is it? Well, 'tis a great
thirds cup milk. Toss on a lightly flour'Tie palaces they're using."
country.
inch
ed board, pat, and roll to one-fourth
The young man offered to show him I
melted
with
in thickness. Brush over
the new gymnasium. On tbe way, the
butter, and sprinkle with one-third cup eundown gun was discharged just as
two
and
stoned
raisins,
finely chopped,
they passed. The old man, much start-1
tablespoons citron, finely chopped, one led, caught his companion's arm.
!
tablespoon sugar, and one-third teaspoon
"Phwat'a that, now?"
cinnamon. Roll like a jelly roll, and cut
hia friend, amilreplied
"Sundown,"
into pieces three-fourths inch in thick!
sheet and I ing·
ness. ^Place on a buttered
"Sundown, ia it? Think of that, now!
Curbake in a hot oven fifteen minutes.
Don't the aun go down with a terrible I
rants may be substituted for raisins, if
1
in this

JEWEL.
DAM OF

WOXDEBFUL COURTBY.

THey

Folk·

Little

18

Ο. Κ.

fether

DECORATE.

LORD MARCH
DIAMOND KINO (p)
POINT DEXTER

THAT τ HI·

For

govern-1

util

Horse in the World."

A

DECIDES

Λο Αι>1π)*Ι story

Ewder.

No. 102.—Wild Flowtr·.

Billing· Block,

TUfTTM AH

Bam p.

«

An Irish contractor in San Franclsoo I
Bread Substitutes.
lent to Ireland for bla father to join I
bim. The Journey waa a great event to I
BAK1N6-P0WDEB BISCUIT.
There was once a goat whose name
the old man, who bad lived in rural
Mix and sift two cups ο/ bread flour districts all bia life, and he reached San I was Fritz and who was not at all fond
Monroe, Me., 1906.
i of work, and the members of his fam·
F.'
(once sifted), one-half -teaspoon salt, and Franciaoo much excited.
"We have used the true 'L.
four and one-balf teaspoons
baking- After several days of sightseeing, hia lly sent for the doctor and said:
Atwood's Bitters in our family for
Work in one tablespoon each, ion resumed bia bnaineaa, and suggested! "Whut Mliall we do. doctor, to restore
twenty-five years with good results.
i
d and batter, using the tips of the that bia father visit the Presidio.
our little goat to health?"
We always keep them in the house.
"And phwat'a the Preaidio?" asked I
troufingers; then add gradually three-fourth·
blm over and then
looked
doctor
The
They are excellent for stomach
j
cup milk, mixing with a case knife. the old man.
and ble. Respectfully yours, J. A. Braley.
exercise
needs
"He
merely
replied.
and pat and
"The Preaidio, father, ia the
,?8„°? .* floared board,
Some of the most common causes of
roll lightly until one-half inch in thick- ment reservation for tbe aoldiera, a âne I plenty of It."
ill
health are hasty meals, unwise diet,
back
came
doctor
the
I
biscuit
ness.
The next day
cutter, bit of a park, and you'll enjoy youraèlf."
Shape with a round
and
over-eating. The stomach rebels
was
close
toI
Place
first dipped in flour.
getting
At the end of a atrennona day the old to see how his patient
under such abi^se and sickness follows.
in a buttered pan, and bake in a man atood gazing at the big buildinga,
Such errors may be quickly righted by a
ot oven fifteen minutes. If baked in too comparing them with the amail hnta of I
few doses of the "L. F." Atwood's Bitslow an oven, the gas will escape before bia old home. Seeing a soldier near, bel
ters. They sweeten stomach, cleanse the
it has done its work.
tapped him on the aboalder.
arouse liver, and purify blood.
I
bowels,
houses
that
"Me
atringof
phawt'a
bye,
LUNCHEON FBUIT BOLLS
35c at druggists.
!
forninat us?"
Mix and sift two cups flour, four tea"Why, thoae are the officers' quartera." I
spoons baking powder, one-half teaspoon
"And that wan with the big smoke-1
I
salt, and one tablespoon eugar. Work I ι tack?"
in two tablespoons butter, using the tips
j
"That's tbe cook shanty."

Ν·. 101w—'Triangle,
1. A small plainly colored bird.
2. The part nearest the center.
3. To shower down from above.
4. To iucloee In an urn.
5. Two letters In Boston.
β. One letter In humming bird.
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large stock always on hand. Prices
catalogue and we will try and interest you in

grade pianos.
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of Interest to the ladle·

te solicited. Addreu: Editor Homkmauu
Columx, Oxford Democrat, South Parte, Me
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Sundown with

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION.
The person who disturbed the congregation last Sunday by continually
coughing is requested to bay a bottle of
Foley'· Honey and Tar. F. A. Shurtleff dows.
Λ Co.

!
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